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Foreword
This paper is designed to be the author’s Ph.D. dissertation. It is organized as follows.
Chapter 1 is a preliminary part, which contains a short presentation of the specific area 
of operator theory in which the subject of the paper is placed, namely, invariant subspaces, 
reflcxivity and hyperreflexivity. We included most of the results referred to in the following, 
and main, chapters. We tried, though, to be unbiased and produce a balanced exposition 
which will give the reader a basic idea about the subject while, at the same time, providing 
him /her with the necessary background for browsing (at least!) through the paper.
The next three chapters contain most of the results we have about the problems pre­
sented (problems which we define). We refer to the abstract for a brief listing of these 
results. Here we just want to mention that the content of Chapters 2 and 3 are materialized 
in an article already accepted for publication and Chapter 3 is the beginning of another 
paper which we are currently working on.
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A B S T R A C T
Stability  P roperties for The C onstant o f H yperreflexivity
by
Ileana Iona§cu 
University of New Hampshire, May, 1994
Let H  be a separable, complex, Hilbert space and let B( H ) be the algebra of all (bounded 
linear) operators on H.  We define a function
k : B ( H ) ^  [l,oo]; k ( T )  = K(A„(T) ) ,  VT e  B(H),
where A U(T)  is the unital weakly closed algebra generated, in B(H),  by T, and K(A„(T) )  
is the constant of hyperreflexivity of A,r(T).  If H is finite-dimensional, we show that k is 
continuous at T  G H (//) if and only if T  is non-reflexive or has dim H  distinct eigenvalues 
(Theorem 2.6). An auxiliary result (Theorem 2.1) states that the closure of the non-reflexive 
operators on a finite-dimensional space is the complement of the set of operators with 
distinct eigenvalues. A consequence of our results is that, in case d im // = 2, the function 
k is surjective.
If H  is infinite-dimensional, we show that the set of points of continuity for k is a 
dense Gf, set in B(H)  (Theorem 3.15), is included in the set of all non-hyperreflexive op­
erators (Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3) and is closed under similarity (Theorem 3.7). 
Also, its complement, the set of points of discontinuity for k , is also closed under similar­
ity and contains, at least, the hyperreflexive operators (consequence of Theorem 3.1) and
the non-hyperreflexive operators whose C*-algebra contains no non-zero compact operators 
(Theorem 3.5).
The paper contains results about the stability of another problem related to constants 
of hyperreflexivity, specifically the continuity properties of functions of the type
/ n , r  : M n  - *  [ 1 , 0 0 ]
/n,p(T,, T2, . . . ,  Tp) = K{Sp{T, , T2, . . . ,  Tp)), VT,, T2, . . . ,  Tp e M n ,
where Sp{T\,  T2, . . . ,  Tp) is the subspace generated by {T|, T2, . . . ,  Tp) in M„.  Denote by 
Cn,p the set of points of continuity for / n,p. For arbitrary n, the results obtained describe 
C„,p, for all p > 1 (Theorem 4.8), Cnnj_ | (Theorem 4.10) and Cnj  (Theorem 4.11, which 
gives an equivalent formulation to the conjecture that all one-dimensional subspaces have 
constant of hyperreflexivity equal to one). For n = 2, we give complete characterization of 
the continuity of ail / 2iP, for all p > 1.
C h ap ter  1
P relim inaries
This chapter is meant to give a brief exposition on invariant subspaces for operators on 
separable Hilbert spaces, with a special emphasis on reflexivity and hyperreflexivity. The 
reason for its existence is to give an idea about the area in which the problems discussed in 
this paper live and to provide the necessary background for the main part of the dissertation.
1.1 Invariant Subspaces.
Let H  be a Hilbert space over the field of complex numbers. An operator T  on H  is a 
bounded linear map T  : H  —* H. The set of all operators on H  is denoted by B(H)  and it 
is a Banach algebra, with the usual addition, composition and operator-norm.
IfT  6 B(H),  a subspace (i.e., closed linear manifold) M  of H is called invariant under T  
if T ( M )  C M. More general, a subspace M  C H is called invariant under S,  for S  C B(H),  
if S (M ) C M , V S e S .
One of the central problems in Operator Theory is the so-called Invariant Subspace 
Problem (ISP). It asks the question if every operator has a non-trivial (i.e., different from 
{0} and H  ) invariant subspace.
Obviously, we can define the notion of invariant subspace for operators on more general 
spaces, for example for Banach spaces. But the ISP for Banach spaces has a negative
1
2answer: C. Read ( [65]) gave an example of a Banach space and of an operator on that 
space which has no non-trivial invariant subspaces.
If H  is a non-separable Hilbert space, then the ISP has an affirmative answer. Let 
T  £ B ( H ) and take an x £ H, x ^  0. Define a subspace M  C H  by
M  = V  T nx,
n > 0
i.e., M is the subspace generated in H by {z,  Tx,  T lx , ...} . It is straightforward to check 
that:
(i) M  is a subspace of H  invariant under T,
(ii) M  ^  {0} ( since 0 /  x £ M),
(iii) M  ^  H  (since M  is separable and H  is not).
Hence, on a non-separable Hilbert space, every operator has a non-trivial invariant subspace.
If the Hilbert space is finite-dimensional, then the same holds, but it is not so trivial to 
show it. In fact, the following result (see [64]), due to Burnside, is true.
P ro p o s itio n  1.1 If  H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space of dimension at least two and 
A  C B(H) is a subalgebra, then there exists a non-trivial subspace of H that is invariant 
under A.
By iterating this result, it can be shown that if T  is an operator on a finite-dimensional 
space, then there exists a maximal chain of subspaces, all invariant under T. Consider the 
orthonormal basis of H  corresponding to this chain. Then, with respect to this basis, T  has 
an upper triangular matrix.
3To express the previous result in a different and, sometimes, more useful form, use the 
following definition. Two operators 5  and T  from B{H)  are said to be unitarily equivalent 
if there exists a unitary operator U £ B(H)  (i.e., UU'  = U' U  = I)  such that USU'  = T.  
Similarly, two matrices A and B  are said to be unitarily equivalent if there exists a matrix 
U such that UU' = U’U = I  and UAU'  = B.
Recall that in a Hilbert space the transformation from an orthonormal basis to another 
one is given by a unitary operator. So, we can restate the above remark in the following 
form.
P ro p o s itio n  1.2 Any matrix is unitarily equivalent to an upper triangular one.
As the above shows, the existence of invariant subspaces for an operator produce a 
structure result, quite strong if the underlying space is finite-dimensional. This is the main 
reason for the intensive study of invariant subspaces.
If H  is an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space, the ISP is still open and solving 
it seems to be the dream of most operator theorists. Although much work concerning 
this problem has been done, only partial results on the existence of non-trivial invariant 
subspaces are known. As H. Radjavi and P. Rosenthal said in their monograph ( [64]) and 
it is, still, true today, much less is known than is unknown in this area. Some of the results 
have been obtained in the context of certain general studies: the theory of the characteristic 
operator functions, initiated by Livsic and developed by I. Gohberg and M. G. Krein ( [30] 
and [31]); the study of triangular models, initiated by M. S. Brodskii & comp. ( [12]); and 
the theory of unitary dilations of B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foia§ ( [28]). Also, other results have 
proof and interest independent of any particular structure theory.
In the next paragraphs we shall present some classes of operators which have been proven 
to have non-trivial invariant subspaces. We assume that the underlying Hilbert space is
separable. The following result ( [27]), very important in its own right, provides a first 
example.
P ro p o s itio n  1.3 (T h e  S p ec tra l T h eo rem ) If T  E B(H)  is a normal operator (i.e., 
T ‘T = T T ' ), then there exists a spectral measure E  on <r(T), the spectrum of T, such 
that T  = f  XdE(X).
If T  £ B{H)  is normal and non-scalar, it follows from Proposition 1.3 that a(T)  is not 
a singleton. Let then
0 / 5  C <x(T). (1.1)
Using again Proposition 1.3, we deduce that E( S)  is an invariant subspace for T, where E 
is the spectral measure of T.  From ( 1.1) we conclude that this subspace is also non-trivial. 
Thus, we have the following.
C o ro lla ry  1.4 Every non-scalar normal operator has a non-trivial invariant subspace
Another class of operators known to have non-trivial invariant subspaces can be obtained 
from the analytic functional calculus. It is well-known that for every operator T  6 B{H)  
and every function /  analytic on an open set containing cr(T), we can define f ( T )  by
/ ( T ) =  2^ / ( T “ A r ' /(A)<iA’ 
where T is a smooth Jordan curve around <r(T).
P ro p o s itio n  1.5 I f T  6 B(H)  and H(o-(T)) is the set of all functions analytic on a neigh­
borhood of <r(T), then the map defined above, f  }{T)  is continuous from H(cr(T)) to
5This map is called the analytic functional calculus or the Riesz-Dunford functional 
calculus ( [27]). Assume that A £ B(H)  is an operator such that <r(A) = 5 1 U S 2, where 5 1 
and S 2 are two disjoint compact non-empty sets. Take /, = for i = 1,2. It is easy to
check that f ,{A),  for t = 1,2, are non-trivial projections with sum I  and that their ranges 
are invariant under A. Thus, we proved the following.
P roposition  1.6 I f  A £ B(H)  has disconnected spectrum, then A has a complementary 
pair of non-trivial invariant subspaces.
Also, operators related to compact operators have been proven to have invariant sub­
spaces. N. Aronszajn and K. Smith ( [2]) have shown the following.
P roposition  1.7 I f  K  £ B(H) is a compact operator, then K  has a non-trivial invariant 
subspace.
V. Lomonosov ( [58]) developed an interesting technique, based on a fixed point theorem, 
which can be used to decide that algebras related in the certain way to compacts have non­
trivial invariant subspaces. For example, the commutant of a non-scalar operator A, where 
A commutes with a non-zero compact operator, has a non-trivial subspace. In the same 
direction, it was shown by J. Daughtry ( [18]) that, if K  is compact and r ank ( TK  - K T ) — 1, 
then T  has a non-trivial invariant subspace (see also, [49]). A relatively complete exposition 
of applications of Lomonosov’s technique to determine the existence of a non-trivial invariant 
subspace for operators related to non-zero compacts can be found in [45].
Later, S. Brown’s paper [14] generated another technique to produce results about 
the existence of invariant subspaces, which proved to be useful in more general problems, 
like reflexivity (see the following section). It is based on the fact that if A  is a unital 
weakly closed subalgebra of B(H)  and has a non-zero weakly continuous multiplicative
6linear functional, then A  has a non-trivial invariant subspace.
In addition to implying Brown’s original result that subnormals have non-trivial invari­
ant subspaces, this technique has been used to prove that operators with “rich” spectrum 
have the same property. We mention the contractions whose spectrum includes the unit 
circle.
All the results cited above assert that certain operators or algebras of operators have 
(at least one) non-trivial invariant subspace. For some operators, the set of all invariant 
subspaces can be described. In the sequel, we are going to talk about this set rather than 
about individual invariant subspaces. It is convenient to give the following definition.
D efin ition  1.8 I f  S  C B(H)  is an arbitrary set, we define Lat(S) to be
Lat(S)  = { P  6 B(H)  : P  = P 2 = P ' , P S P  = SP,  VS £ S}.  (1.2)
In particular, Lat(T)  = Lat({T}).
Let S be a subspace of B(H).  We can easily show that Lat(S)  is a lattice of projections, 
is closed in the strong-operator topology (hence, it is complete) and it has a biggest element, 
the identity operator, and a smallest element, the zero operator. Also, one can check that 
a projection P  belongs to Lat(S)  if and only if the range of P , PH,  is invariant under S. 
Usually, we make the identification between the projection P  and its range and, in view of 
the above remarks, we call Lat(S) the lattice of invariant projections for S  or the lattice of 
invariant subspaces for S .
As we already mentioned, for some operators T  we can describe Lat(T).  For example, 
A. Beurling ( [10]) “determined” the lattice of invariant subspaces for the unilateral shift. If 
H  is a separable Hilbert space and {e„}„>(i is an orthonormal basis for H,  we call unilateral
7shift an operator 5 € B(H)  such that 5en = en+i, Vn > 0. In other words, the (infinite) 
matrix of 5 with respect to {en}n>0 looks like
0 0 0 0 . . .
1 0 0 0 . . .
0 1 0 0 . . .
0 0 1 0 . . .
Without loss of generality, we can assume that H — K 2, the space of all analytic functions on 
the unit disk whose radial limits define L2 functions on the unit circle, that en = zn, Vn > 1, 
and that S  is multiplication by z. Then Beurling’s result can be stated as follows.
P ro p o s itio n  1.0 A non-zero subspace M  ofTi2 belongs to Lat(S) i f  and only if M  — <f>H2 
for some inner function (j>. Moreover, the function <j> is determined by M  to within a constant 
multiplier.
Another operator for which the lattice of invariant subspaces is determined is the 
Volterra operator. Let H = L2(0, 1). A Volterra-type integral operator on L2(0 ,1) is an 
operator 7) of the form
( ! * /) (* )=  / ’ k(x,y) f (y)dy,  V / e I 2(0,1), V* e [0,1],
J  0
where k is a square-integrable function on the unit square. The Volterra operator V  is equal 
to T^d where ktt is the constant one function. For each a  £ [0,1], let
Mn = { /  £ L(0 ,1 ): /  = 0 on [0,a]}.
8It is a trivial exercise to check that M a 6 Lat(V),  Va 6 [0,1]. In fact, Lat(V') is constituted 
only of Ma ’s. J. Dixmier showed this for the real L 2(0,1) ( [25]) and W. F. Donoghue ( [26])
and M. S. Brodskii ( [13]) - for the complex case.
P roposition  1.10 If M  G Lat(V),  then there exists an a  £ [0,1] such that M  = M n.
Sometimes, the lattice of invariant projections gives a lot of information about the
operator itself. The next two propositions illustrate this.
The first result, obtained by P. Rosenthal .( [70]), gives sufficient conditions for an 
operator to be normal. Previous versions were proved by T. Ando ( [1]) and T. Saito
( [74]).
Proposition  1.11 If A is a polynomially compact operator (i.e., there exists a polynomial p 
such that p(A) is compact) and every P from Lat(A) belongs to Lat (A’ ), then A is normal.
A second result, which was found by J. Ringrose ( [66]), gives sufficient conditions for a 
compact operator to be quasinilpotent.
Proposition  1.12 If A is a compact operator and Lat(A) contains a continuous maximal 
chain, then <r{A) = {0}.
1.2 R eflexiv ity .
From now on, the focus will be on operators, algebras or subspaces of operators that 
have the property that not only do they have non-trivial invariant subspaces, but they have 
enough of them to determine the operator, algebra or subspace itself.
At this point, we consider it necessary to give a brief presentation of various topologies 
on 13(H). These topologies arise naturally in operator theory. In addition to the operator
norm topology, we consider the weak- and strong-operator topologies. The definitions are 
given next.
The weak-operator topology (in short form, W O T )  is the locally convex topology defined 
on B(H)  by the family of seminorms
{T  |(T z ,y )|}x,y€/,.
The strong-operator topology (in short form, SOT)  is the locally convex topology defined 
on B(H)  by the family of seminorms
{ T ~  ||Tx||}xe„ .
The relationship between the norm topology, S O T  and W O T  is the following:
W O T  < S O T  < || • || -  topology.
It is useful to know that any convex set (in particular any linear manifold) is W O T  closed 
if and only if it is S OT  closed. Also, the norm closed unit ball of B(H)  is W O T  compact. 
Return now to the main stream of ideas.
D efin ition  1.13 I f  J7 is a set of projections on H, define Alg(T)  to be
A l g ( F ) = { T e B ( H )  : P T P  = TP,  VP £ T} .  (1.3)
For any T  C B(H) ,  it is easy to notice that Alg(T)  is a unital subalgebra of B(H)  and 
it is closed in the weak-operator topology.
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D efin ition  1.14 If  A  »s a subalgebra of 13(H), we say that A  is reflexive if
AlgLat(A)  = A. (1-4)
Thus, an algebra A  is reflexive if and only if the only operators which leave invariant 
all the invariant subspaces of A  are those from A.
D efin ition  1.15 An operator T  £ B(H)  is called reflexive if A U (T),  the unital weakly 
closed algebra generated by T, is reflexive.
The name “reflexive” is said to have been suggested by P. R. Halmos, but it appeared 
for the first time in a paper of H. Radjavi and P. Rosenthal, [63].
From the remarks about Alg's, it follows that a reflexive algebra is unital and weakly 
closed. But not every such an algebra is reflexive. For example, the algebra
■ '
a b
: a, b G C
0 a
is unital and, since the space is finite-dimensional, it is also weakly (or in any other linear 
topology) closed. But A  is not reflexive. There are, though, many algebras which are 
reflexive; a trivial example is B(H)  itself. Non-trivial examples are (all) the von Neumann 
algebras (i.e., self-adjoint weakly closed algebras). This folic-.vs from the von Neumann 
double commutant theorem ( [59], or see [76] ), which is equivalent to Definition 1.14 for 
self-adjoint algebras.
The first results on reflexive algebras belong to D. Sarason ( [75]).
P ro p o s itio n  1.16 I f  A  is a unital weakly closed algebra of normal operators, then A  is 
reflexive.
P ro p o s itio n  1.17 A ny unital weakly closed algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators is reflex­
ive.
From Proposition 1.17 it follows immediately that the unilateral shift 5  is reflexive, 
since A U (S) is the algebra of all analytic Toeplitz operators.
We’ve seen that any operator on a finite-dimensional space has an invariant subspace. 
In addition, we’ve seen that there are algebras on a finite-dimensional space which are not 
reflexive. What about singly generated unital algebras? In other words, are all operators 
defined on a finite-dimensional space reflexive? The answer is “No”. J. Deddens and P. 
Fillmore ( [24]) gave the following characterization.
P ro p o s itio n  1.18 Let H  be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space and let T  6 B(H).  Then 
T  is reflexive if and only if, in the Jordan canonical form of the matrix for  T, for each 
eigenvalue, the two biggest blocks have either the same dimension or their dimensions differ 
by one.
In infinite dimensions there is no such criterion to decide which operator is reflexive and 
which is not. Remarkable examples of reflexive operators, besides the unilateral shift 5  we 
mentioned above, are isometries (J. Deddens, [23]), subnormals (R. Olin and J. Thomson, 
[60]), BC P  operators (S. Brown, B. Chevreau, J. Langsam and C. Pearcy, [8], see, also, 
[9]) and all inflations (i.e., operators of the form for some A; [63]).
The notion of reflexivity was defined also for subspaces of operators.
D efin ition  1.19 Let H be a Hilbert space and let S  be a subspace of B(H).  The subspace 
S  is called reflexive if any operator T  g B(H) with the property that T x  6 [<Sz], Vz £ H, 
has to be an element of S .
It should be noted that, if S  is actually a unital algebra on B(H),  then S  is reflexive as
12
a subspace iff it is reflexive as an algebra. As a m atter of fact, this is not too hard to see, 
since even if S  is merely a subspace, S x  £ Lat(S),  V* £ H.  Thus Definition 1.19 extends 
Definition 1.14.
There is an equivalent definition for reflexivity of subspaces (Proposition 1.21 below, 
see [52]) which shows the connection between reflexivity of a subspace of B(H)  and the 
structure of its preannihilator in C\(H),  the trace-class operators.
Definition 1.20 If  S  is a subspace of B(H)  we define the preannihilator of S  in C\(H) to 
be
S± = { f £  C,{H)  : T r { S f )  = 0, V5 € S},  
where T r is the trace functional.
Proposition  1.21 The subspace S  o f B( H)  is reflexive i f fS± is the || • -closed linear span 
of its rank-one elements.
Given a reflexive operator, algebra, or subspace, there are different ways of obtaining 
related operators, algebras, or subspaces which are reflexive. The following gives, in a 
compact form, some of them.
Proposition  1.22 (i) I f  A  C B(H)  is a reflexive algebra, then A '  = {A ' : A £ A ] is 
reflexive as well.
(u) (E. Azoff, C.-F. Fong and F. Gilfeather, [7]) A direct integral of subspaces is reflexive 
i f  and only if  almost every integrand is hyperreflexive.
(Hi) (Corollary of the above) A direct sum of subspaces is reflexive if  and only if each 
summand is reflexive.
(iv) (D. Hadwin and E. Nordgren, [39]) I f  S  is a reflexive subspace of B(H)  with property 
D and ir : 5  —► B(K)  is a weakly continuous linear map, then Graph/Vj is reflexive and
13
has property D. (We recall that a subspace S  of operators on H has property D if every 
WOT-continuous linear functional f  on S  can be expressed as a rank-one tensor, i.e., there 
are vectors x ,y  £ H such that f ( S )  = (S x , y ), VS 6 S. )
(v) (see E. Azoff, [6]) I f  A and B  are invertible operators on H  and S  is a reflexive subspace 
of B(H),  then A S B  is also reflexive.
Related to Proposition 1.22(ii), we should mention that the corresponding result does 
not hold for operators. More precisely, there are examples of reflexive operators T\ and T2 
such that T\ @T2 is not reflexive (Wogen [78] and Larson and Wogen [55]). An interesting 
result of Conway and Wu ( [16]) gives a condition under which the direct sum of two reflexive 
operators is reflexive.
P ro p o s itio n  1.23 I f  T  and S  are operators on a Hilbert space H, then A U(T  ® S) = 
A u(T ) © A„(S)  if and only if the polynomially convex hulls o f the spectra o f T  and S are 
disjoint. (We denote by AU(A ) the unital, norm closed algebra generated in B{H) by X. )
It is not always true that subspaces (or algebras) of reflexive subspaces (or algebras) are 
reflexive. The next result, shown by A. Loginov and V. Shulman ( [57]) gives a sufficient 
condition for hereditary reflexivity.
P ro p o s itio n  1.24 I f  S  is a reflexive subspace of B(H)  and has property D, then every 
weakly closed subspace of S  is reflexive.
1.3 H yperreflexiv ity .
An easy characterization of reflexive algebras is the following. A subalgebra A  C B(H)  
is reflexive if and only if A  -  Alg(T)  for some family T  of projections on H. A special
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role is played by nest algebras, i.e., reflexive algebras A  for which T  = Lat(A)  is a totally 
ordered lattice.
In ( [3]) W. Arveson showed that for a nest-algebra a nice distance formula holds. 
Proposition  1.25 I f  A  is a nest-algebra on H, then
di s t (T,A)  -  supdlP^TPH  : P  £ Lat(A)},  VT 6 B(H).  (1.5)
He, also, used this formula to prove some interpolation results ( [3]). See [47] for a 
generalization of his results. Arveson’s formula has proven to be also useful in investigating 
problems involving compact perturbations and similarity theory for nests. (W. Arveson, J. 
Anderson, K. Davidson, C. Lance, D. Larson, etc). Hyperreflexive algebras, defined below, 
are a natural generalization of nest algebras and have most of the properties that gave the 
above applications.
Consider an arbitrary subalgebra A  of B(H).  Make the following notation for the semi­
norm which appears in the right hand side of ( 1.5).
d { T , A ) d= sup{||P1 T P || : P  £ Lat(A)},  VT £ B{H)  (1.6)
We have now two seminorms on B(H)  : dist and d, both depending on A. Arveson’s distance 
formula states that, if associated to a nest-algebra, the two seminorms coincide. In general 
this is not the case. However, the inequality d < dist holds in all cases. Thus it is natural 
to make the following definition ( [5]).
D efinition 1.26 Let H be a Hilbert space and let A  be a subalgebra of B(H).  We call A  
hyperreflexive i f  the seminorms dist and d are equivalent, in other words, if there exists a
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finite K  such that
d is t(T ,A )<  K su p {\\P x A P \\:P  E  Lat(A )}, VJ £ B(H ). (1.7)
We define the constant of hyperreflexivity for an arbitrary algebra A  C B(H)  to be 
the smallest Ksuch that ( 1.7) holds, if A  is hyperreflexive
K ( A )  = ( 1 .8 )
+ oo, if A  is not hyperreflexive.
If T  E  B(H),  we say that T  is hyperreflexive if A„(T) ,  the umtal weakly closed algebra 
generated by T, is hyperreflexive. Moreover, we define the constant of hyperreflexivity for 
T  to be K( T)  = K ( A W(T)).
More generally, we can define hyperreflexivity for subspaces. The initial definition was 
given in [50]; the equivalent formulation we use here can be found in [54].
D efin ition  1.27 Let H be a Hilbert space and let S  be a subspace of B(H).  Define on B(H)  
a seminorm by
d(T,S)  = sup { d i s t ( T x , S x ) : x E  H,  ||z|| < 1} . (1.9)
We call S  hyperreflexive if  the seminorms dist and d are equivalent, in other words, if there 
exists a finite K  such that
di s t (T,S)  < K  sup{ d i s t ( T x , S x ) : x E  H,  ||z|| < 1}, VT E  B(H).  (1-10)
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We define the constant of hyperreflexivity for an arbitrary subspace S  £ B(H)  to be
K ( S )  =
the smallest Ksuch that ( 1.10) holds, i f  S  is hyperreflexive
( 1. 11)
+ 00, i f  S  is not hyperreflexive.
It can be shown that the two definitions of hyperreflexivity coincide for unital algebras. 
Since in general d < dist, K ( S )  > 1 for any subspace S  C B(H)  (assuming that we 
agree that oo > l!). Thus the nest algebras have the best possible constant.
The following observation can be made immediately from the definition.
R e m a rk  1.28 Any hyperreflexive algebra or subspace is reflexive.
Also, since on a finite-dimensional space any two seminorms with the same null set are 
equivalent, we can deduce the following, which provides a number of examples of hyper­
reflexive subspaces, algebras, operators.
R e m a rk  1.29 I f  H  is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, then any reflexive subspace is 
hyperreflexive.
Thus, in the case of a finite-dimensional space H  we can determine if an operator 
T  £ B (H ) is hyperreflexive or not (using Proposition 1.18). But to calculate K( T)  is 
another problem. It turned out to be very hard to calculate constants of hyperreflexivity (of 
operators, algebras, subspaces), even for very low dimension of H.  We refer, for example,
a 0 0
0 6 0
: a, 6 e C were calculated, to see theto [21], where ff(X>,t) and K  
difficulties that arise.
We would like to mention a result that connects hyperreflexivity and completion of 
partial matrices ( [48]).
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Proposition 1.30 A partial matrix contraction with pattern P  is completable to a con­
traction if and only if the subspace determined by the complementary pattern of P  is hyper- 
reflexive with constant one.
If H  is infinite-dimensional, then the conclusion of Remark 1.29 above is, in general, not 
true.
J. Kraus and D. Larson ( [50]) gave an example of a reflexive algebra that is not hy­
perreflexive using Proposition 1.37 below and producing a non-hyperreflexive subspace by 
taking an infinite direct sum of reflexive subspaces on finite-dimensional spaces (thus hy­
perreflexive). K. Davidson and S. Power ( [22]) gave an example of a CSL-algebra (i.e., a 
reflexive algebra A  with Lat(A)  commutative) that is not hyperreflexive.
A trivial example of a hyperreflexive algebra, even if H  is infinite-dimensional, is B(H)  
itself. Obviously, = 1.
A lot of work has been done in this area, but the results, again, are partial. In the 
remainder of this chapter we will give some of these results.
Recall that all von Neumann algebras are reflexive. It is not known if all of them are 
also hyperreflexive. In fact, as E. Christensen showed ( [17]), a von Neumann algebra A  is 
hyperreflexive if and only if its commutant, A  , has the inner derivation property, i.e., each 
derivation 6 from A  C B(H)  into B(H)  is of the form 6(x) = ax -  xa,  Vx £ A \  for some 
a £ A ' .
The inner derivation problem for von Neumann algebras is still open. It is known 
(from [32]) that an affirmative answer to Kadison’s similarity problem (i.e., if any bounded 
homomorphism from a C ’ -algebra into B(H)  is similar to a *-homomorphism) implies an 
affirmative answer to the inner derivation problem.
Until now, some particular von Neumann algebras are shown to be hyperreflexive and
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some estimates about the constant of hypereflexivity have been made. The next two results 
belong to S. Rosenoer ( [69]).
Proposition  1.S1 If  A  is a commutative von Neumann algebra, then A  is hyperreflexive 
and K ( A )  < 2.
P roposition  1.32 I f  A  is a type I  von Neumann algebra, then >1 is hyperreflexive and 
K ( A )  < 4.
K. Davidson ( [20]) showed that the unilateral shift (equivalently, the algebra of analytic 
Toeplitz operators) is hyperreflexive.
In D. Hadwin’s paper [36], we can find the following generalization of Radjavi-Rosenthal’s 
result ( [63]) that inflations are reflexive.
Proposition  1.33 If  A £ B(H),  then A*30) is hyperreflexive.
Also, J. Kraus and D. Larson ( [51]) have shown the following about one-dimensional 
subspaces of B(H).
P roposition  1.34 I f T  e B(H),  then S  = C T  is hyperreflexive and K( S )  < 4.
Another interesting result belongs to D. Hadwin ( [36]).
P roposition  1.35 I f f  is a continuous linear functional on B(H),  then ker ( f )  is hyper­
reflexive if and only if f  is a rank-one tensor (i.e., f ( T )  — (T x , y ), VT 6 B(H),  for some 
x ,y  € H ).
Hyperreflexivity, as reflexivity, is related to the structure of the preannihilator. The 
following has been established by W. Arveson ( [4]).
P ro p o s itio n  1.36 A subspace S  of B(H)  is hyperreflexive if and only if for each f  £ 
there exists a sequence {en}n>i of rank-one tensors in S± such that f  = £)*=! en and
provides support for constructing a non-hyperreflexive algebra from a non-hyperreflexive 
subspace.
Then A  is reflexive iff S  is reflexive. Moreover, a subspace of H  ® H is in Lat(A) iff it is 
o f the form F  © E, where E  and F  are (closed) subspaces of H such that S E  C F. Finally, 
i f  A  is hyperreflexive and K{A)  = K , then S  is hyperreflexive and K( S )  < K.
Similar to the case of reflexivity, there are different ways to obtain new hyperreflexive 
subspaces, algebras, operators from old ones. We list below some of them.
P ro p o s itio n  1.38 (i) (Corollary of Proposition 2.3) I f A and B are invertible operators 
on H , and S  C B(H)  is hyperreflexive, then A S B  is hyperreflexive.
(ii) (D. Hadwin, [36]) Let {<S^}^esj be a measurable family of WOT-closed subspaces of 
B(H)  and S  = f(j S^dfi(u>). Then S  is hyperreflexive if and only if almost every integrand 
is hyperreflexive and ess -  sup^^}K{S^)  < oo.
(Hi) (Corollary of the above, [36]) A direct sum of hyperreflexive subspaces is hyperreflexive
< oo.
The following result of J. Kraus and D. Larson ( [50]) shows that studying the reflexivity
of a subspace is equivalent to studying the reflexivity of a certain algebra. This proposition
P ro p o s itio n  1.37 Let S  be a subspace of B(H)  and let A  be the following (algebra) of
operators on H  © H
A  = ( 1.12)
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if  all summands are hyperreflexive and the family of constants of hyprerreflexivity for the 
summands is bounded.
(iv) (D. Hadwin, [36]) If S  is a hyperreflexive subspace of B(H)  and has property D(r) for 
some positive r, and tt : 5  —> B(K)  is a weakly continuous linear mapping, then Graph(n)  
is hyperreflexive.
We cannot end this chapter without a special mentioning of D. Hadwin’s paper [36], 
which defines a notion of reflexivity that contains the usual topological reflexivity described 
above, and, also, the approximate and algebraic reflexivity As special cases. A notion of 
hyperreflexivity is also defined in this general setting. This generalized version of reflexivity 
(and hyperreflexivity) provides new results in the usual Hilbert space case, such as Proposi­
tion 1.38 (ii), (iii) and (iv) or the result that asserts the hyperreflexivity of operators of the 
form T  ® S, where T  is polynomially bounded and 5  is the unilateral shift. An important 
aspect of this new theory is that the proofs are never more complicated, and often easier 
and more transparent than in the “traditional” case.
C h ap ter  2
T he C ontinu ity  o f  th e  Function  
T i-> K(Aw(T)) in th e  
F in ite-D im en sion a l C ase
The problem studied in this chapter and in the next one is the following. Consider H  
to be a separable Hilbert space and denote, as usual, by B (H ) the algebra of all (bounded 
linear) operators on H. Recall from Definition 1.26 in the preliminary chapter, that the 
constant of hyperreflexivity for an operator T  £ B(H)  is defined to be the constant of 
hyperreflexivity of the unital weakly closed algebra generated by T, A W(T).  Define the 
function
k : B(H)  —* [1, oo] 
k { T )  = K ( A U,(T)),  VT £ B{H).
Consider B(H)  endowed with the operator norm topology and [1, oo] with the restriction 
of the usual topology on R . Thus n can be seen as a map between two topological spaces. 
Consequently, it is natural to ask if n is continuous on B(H),  and if not, which are the 
points of continuity, if any.
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From the point of view of operator theory this problem is interesting for at least two 
reasons. First, as noted in the preliminary chapter, to calculate the constants of hyper­
reflexivity for a given operator is a very complicated task, even if the underlying space is 
finite-dimensional with the dimension as low as two! So it is challenging to decide about the 
continuity of a function whose values are almost impossible to calculate. Secondly, there 
are certain interesting consequences of the continuity results. For example, Corollary 2.11 
implies that any “number” from [2, oo] can be viewed as the constant of hyperreflexivity 
for an operator, or algebra, if you want, on any finite-dimensional space. For a number 
in (1,2) we can, at least, find an operator on a two-dimensional space which achieves that 
number as its constant of hyperreflexivity. This is quite interesting, since almost all con­
stants actually calculated are either one or infinity, and it was a legitimate question to ask 
if there are any other constants, or if there are, how many, and how are they distributed 
inside the interval [1, oo]. In addition, the study of the continuity of k leads us to results 
concerning the closures in B(H)  of the sets of reflexive, respectively, non-reflexive operators 
on H  (Theorem 2.1, Remark 2.2 and Theorem 3.1). They provide useful tools in the proofs 
of the main results, but they are also interesting in their own right.
The problem has different answers depending on the dimension of the underlying space: 
finite or infinite. We will present the two cases separately. This chapter is dedicated to the 
study of the finite-dimensional case. The infinite-case will be treated in the next chapter.
2.1 T h e M ain R esu lts
In this section we give a complete description of the continuity properties of the function 
k  in the case when H  is finite-dimensional. The main result, Theorem 2.6, states that k  is 
continuous at T  £ B(H)  if and only if T  is non-reflexive or has dim H distinct eigenvalues.
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The first result describes the closure of non-reflexive operators on a finite-dimensional 
space.
T h eo rem  2.1 Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. Consider the set 
£ = {T  £ B(H)  : T  has d im /f distinct eigenvalues}.
Then
{T  £ B(H)  : T  is non-reflexive } = B(H)  \ £. (2.1)
Proof: From Proposition 1.18, it follows that all the operators in £  are reflexive. So
{T  £ B(H)  : T is non-reflexive} C B(H)  \ £. Thus, to justify the inclusion “ C ” in ( 2.1), 
it is sufficient to prove that the set £  is open. Let T £ £.  Herrero’s result about the 
continuity of the spectrum ( [44], Theorem 1.1), implies that there exists an c > 0 such 
that, if X  £ B(H)  and ||X -  T|| < e, then the spectrum of X,  er(X), has also dim H  distinct 
eigenvalues, i.e., X  £ £. Thus £  is open. Hence, the inclusion “ C ” in ( 2.1) holds.
To show the other inclusion in ( 2.1), let X  £ B(H)  \  £. If X  is a non-reflexive operator, 
then there is nothing to prove. If A" is reflexive, then, by Proposition 1.18, in the Jordan 
canonical form of X , for every eigenvalue, the biggest two blocks have either the same size, 
or their sizes differ by one (the last case including, by convention, the case of eigenvalues 
of multiplicity one). Because X  £ B(H)  \  £,  there exists a A £ <r(X) that has multiplicity 
bigger than one. Then, for every k > 1, define AT* £ B(H)  to be the operator that has, with 
respect to the basis in which X  has Jordan canonical form, the same matrix as X  with the 
exception of the part corresponding to the eigenvalue A, where we replace the 0’s on the
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diagonal with s. For example, if the Jordan canonical form of X  is
A 1 0 0
0 A 1 0
0 0 A 1





where A is the direct sum of Jordan blocks corresponding to eigenvalues different from A 
(possibly, A is missing when <r{X) = {A}). Then, with respect to the same basis, X^  has 
the matrix
A 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 A 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 A 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 A lk 0 0
0 0 0 0 A 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 A 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 A
A
Using elementary linear algebra arguments, we deduce that each X * has A as an eigenvalue 
with only one Jordan block, of size at least two, corresponding to it. So, by Proposition 1.18, 
for all k > 1, Xk  is non-reflexive. Since it is more than obvious that lim*^-*. X^  = X,  it
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follows that X  £ {T  £ B(H)  : T  is non-reflexive} . This ends the proof of the inclusion “ D” 
in ( 2.1), and completes the proof of Theorem 2.1 itself. □
Since we just obtained a characterization of the closure of the non-reflexive operators 
on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, we should mention the following.
R e m a rk  2.2 The set of reflexive operators on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H is dense 
in B(H).  Even more, with the notation in Theorem 2.1, £ is dense in B(H).  (This last 
assertion is made by P. Halmos in [43].)
Proof: The first part of the remark follows from the second part. For the second part, it
is sufficient to show that any matrix X  £ Mrn (n > 1), is a limit of matrices in £. It is well- 
known (see Proposition 1.2) that any matrix is unitarily equivalent to an upper triangular 
one. So, there exists a unitary U £ M„ such that
U X U ’ =
a\  *  . . .  *
0 a2 . . .  * dLJ v  
~ 1 1 (2.2 )
for some complex numbers a \ , a2, ■.., a„. Choose n sequences of complex numbers, {*»*.,}*>!, 
for i £ {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, such that
a*.i ! ak,2 i • • • > ak.n are mutually distinct, Vfc > 1, (2.3)
and




Define {F*}*>i to be
Yk =
ak. 1
a k ,2  • ■
O-k.n
From ( 2.3) it follows that F* 6 £, Vjfc > 1, and ( 2.4) implies that lim*—^  F* = F. Finally, 
notice that lim*-.,^ U 'YkU  = U ' Y U  = X ,  and that, since U is unitary and the spectrum is 
preserved under unitary equivalence, U'YkU  £ £. □
From Theorem 2.1 we conclude that the only possible points of continuity for the function 
k are the non-reflexive operators and those in S. In the sequel, we will show that, in fact, 
all of these are points of continuity for k (Theorem 2.6).
In the attem pt of doing so, we need to show (and use) a result concerning the constant of 
hyperreflexivity (Corollary 2.5) that is true in the context of an arbitrary separable Hilbert 
space. With this in mind, we state and prove the next three results in their full generality.
P ro p o s itio n  2.3 Lei H be a separable Hilbert space, S  be a subspace of B(H)  and A and 
B be invertible operators in 13(H). Then
-K (S ) < K ( A S B )  < aK( S ) , (2.5)
Proof: First, from the properties of the operator norm, we can derive the following.
d i s t ( X , A S B )  = inf{||X  -  AXB\ \  : S  e S )  = i n f d l^ A - 'X B " 1 -  S ) B || : S G 5} <
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||4||||B|| infdlii"1 JTB-* -  5|| : S G 5} = ||,4||||B ||<f«t(,r’; r £ r \S ) .  (2.6)
On the other hand, again by making use of the properties of the operator norm, it follows 
that
sup{dtaf(ATz, A S B x )  : x € X,  ||z|| < 1} =
sup{inf{||Afz -  ASBx\\ : 5  G 5} : x £ X , ||z|| < 1} >
sup{inf{||A’B ~ ,y -  j45y|| : 5  6 5} : y e X ,  ||y|| < 1} =
p T T jj sup{inf{||>4(i4_1 -  5y)|| : S  6 5} : y £ X ,  ||y|| < 1} >
sup{dtJ<(yl~lX B ~ ly,i?y) : y £ X ,  ||y|| < 1}. (2.7)
From ( 2.6), ( 2.7) and the definition of the constant of hyperreflexivity, it follows that 
K ( A S B )  < ||v4||||>1_ 1 ||||B ||||B _I ||A"(5). By applying the same reasoning to A S B  instead of 
S,  we obtain the other inequality in ( 2.5). □
Corollary 2.4 Let H be a separable Hilbert space, S  be a subspace in B(H),  and {^4a}a 
and {Ba}a be two nets of invertible operators in 13(H). I f  lim^ di st (A\ ,U)  = 0, and 
limA d ist(B \,U )  = 0, where U is the set of unitary operators on H , then limA K ( A \ S B \ )  = 
K(S) .
Proof: If (ATa}a is a net of invertible operators, it follows from [67], Theorem 3.4, that
limA di s t (X\ ,U)  — 0 if and only if limA || ATaII = 1. So the corollary follows directly from 
Proposition 2.3, applying ( 2.5) for A = A \  and B  = B \,  for all A’s and taking the limit 
with A. □
Corollary 2.5 If  H is a separable Hilbert space, S  is a subspace of B(H)  and {z >—* Ax}x
and {x h-> Bx}x are continuous functions defined on a topological space X  with values in
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J (77), the set of invertible operators in B (H ), then {x *-* K { A XS B I )}I is a continuous 
function.
Proof: For it is obvious that
K ( A . S B . )  = K[k{ A„A: ' ) A , SBt(Br ' B . ) ) .  (2.8)
From the continuity of the functions {x Ax}x and {x i-> B x }z , it follows that 
linij,—( \\A,Aj~1 -  7|| = 0 and lim ,_/ \\Bj~lB,  -  7|| = 0, which, in turn, implies that 
lim ,^ ( di s t (A, Af '  ,U)  = 0 and lim ,_ ( d is t(B ^1 B, , U)  = 0. To end the proof, use ( 2.8) 
and apply Corollary 2.4 for {>1a } a = { A f A^' }„,  { J 5 a } a =  { B f ' B , } ,  and S  =  A ,S B t , for 
an arbitrary, but fixed, t £ X . □
The following theorem is the main result of this chapter and completely characterizes 
the set of points of continuity for the function n in the case when the underlying space is 
finite-dimensional.
T h eo rem  2.6 Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space and let T  £ B(H).  Then k is 
continuous at T  if and only if T  £ S or T  is non-reflexive.
Proof: Theorem 2.1 implies that any point of continuity for k must either be a non-reflexive
operator or belong to €.
To prove that k is indeed continuous at any such point, we consider separately each 
case. First, let T  £ B(H)  be a non-reflexive operator. In particular, k(T) = oo. Assume 
that
lim 7* = T. (2-9)
k —+oc
We claim that lim /t^^ *{Tk) — oo, so n is continuous at T.  Suppose not, i.e. {T*.}*->i has
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a bounded subsequence. Without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists an 
M  > 0 such that
«(T*) < M,  V* > 1. (2.10)
Since any operator on a finite-dimensional space is algebraic, from [11] it follows that 
Alg Lat (T)  n {T} = A„(T) .  But T  is not reflexive, so there exists an A £ B(H)  such that 
A £ Alg Lat (T),  but A $ {T} . The first condition on A can be rewritten as
sup{\\P1 AP\ \ :  P  <E Lat (T) }  = 0. (2.11)
Since H  is finite-dimensional, the closed unit ball of B(H)  is compact. So, for each k > 1, 
there exists a P * E  Lat(Tk) such that
s u p d l / ^ P H  : P  6 Lat(Tk)} = \\Pjt APk\\. (2.12)
Still because of the compactness of the closed unit ball of B(H),  we can assume, without 
loss of generality, that there exists a P  £ Lat(T)  such that lim*—^  Pk = P. In the context 
of this last relation, of ( 2.9) and of the fact that Pk £ Lat(Tk), applying the result on the 
upper semi-continuity of Lat ( [41] ) it follows that P  £ Lat(T).  Using this together with 
( 2.11) and ( 2.12), we can infer that:
lim su p d lP -^P H  : P  £ Lat(Tk)} = 0,
A:—»oc
which together with ( 2.9) implies that
lim dist(A,  A w(Tk)) = 0.
k —*oc
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Thus, there exists a sequence {A*}*>i in B(H)  such that
X k £ A u.{Tk), V* > 1, (2.13)
and
lim }\A -  X k\\ = 0. (2.14)K-*X
From ( 2.13) it follows that X kTk = TkX k. So ( 2.14) and ( 2.9) imply that AT  = TA,  which 
contradicts the choice of A not in {T} . So, k(Tk) = oo. Hence, k is continuous at
T.
Finally, let T  be an operator in £,  and let {T/t}*>i be a sequence in B such that 
lim*—^  Tk = T. From the general theory of matrices, there exists an invertible operator S  £ 
B ( H ) such that S T S -1 is diagonal (with distinct eigenvalues). Evidently, limjb—oc STkS ~ l = 
S T S ~ \  and S T S ~ i £ £. So, since £  is open (see the proof of Theorem 2.1), it follows that
STkS~x £ £,  for k sufficiently large. Hence, there exists a sequence {S*}*>i in 1(H)  with
the properties that
lim Sk = I,  (2.15)
it  —  'X ,
and that there exists a k,, > 1 such that
SkSTkS~l 1 is diagonal, Vifc > k0. (2-16)
Since 5 T 5 _I is diagonal and ( 2.15) holds, it follows that
A u. (SkSTS~lS t l ) = A W( S T S ~') , Vifc > *0,
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since they are both equal to  the algebra of diagonal matrices (of size dim H ). Equivalently, 
by multiplying by the appropriate operators,
A w(Tk) = ( S - ' S kS ) A w( T ) ( S - lSkS ) ~ \  V* > k0.
In view of this last equality and of ( 2.15) we can apply Corollary 2.5 and obtain the 
following.
lim n{Tk) = lim K[A„{Tk)) = lim K { ( S - ] SkS ) A w{T){S~'SkS)~' )
k —*oc k —*oc k  —  oc
= Urn K ( A U.(T)) = k(T).
k —*cx.
□
The next corollary of Theorem 2.6 gives a qualitative characterization of the points of 
continuity for k  and it is much less precise than Theorem 2.6. Nevertheless, it is interesting 
in connection with Theorem 3.14 because it shows explicitly that, in some respects, the 
finite- and the infinite-dimensional cases are similar.
Corollary 2.7 If  H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, then the set of continuity for the 
function k  is a dense Gf, set in B{H).
Proof: As noted in the remark after Theorem 2.1, the set £ is dense. Also, Theorem 2.6
implies that the set of points of continuity for k  contains £ and hence is dense. To justify 
the second part of the corollary, remember ([73] ) that the points of continuity for a real 
valued function form a Gs set in the domain. □
The following corollary of Theorem 2.6 is easy to prove, but it is quite interesting. 
Compare with Theorem 3.7.
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C o ro lla ry  2.8 Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space and let A be an invertible oper­
ator on H. Then, if T  £ B(H)  is a point of continuity for k , then A T A ~ ] is also a point of 
continuity for k .
Proof: The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.6 once we recall Proposi­
tion 1.22(v) and the fact that <r(ATA~')  = <r(T), for any invertible operator A. □
Theorem 2.6 provides further information about the set of points of continuity for n.
C o ro lla ry  2.9 If H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, then the set of points of continuity 
for k  is a connected set.
Proof: Denote by C the set of points of continuity for k .  From Theorem 2.6 and the fact
tha t € is a dense set, it follows immediately that C C C C € . And it is very easy to  show 
that the set € is connected. Thus C itself is connected. □
The following result is very interesting, since it provides the answer to the question 
“W hat are the possible values for k  in the case when dim H = 2 ?”
C o ro lla ry  2.10 If H is a Hilbert space o f dimension two, then the function k : B(H)  —» 
[1, oo] is surjective.
Proof: As in the proof of Corollary 2.9, denote the set of points of continuity for k  by
= 1 (see Proposition 1.30).
- ■— j — — ------- / - \
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range of n contains oo. But k  is continuous at non-reflexive matrices (Theorem 2.6) and £ 
is connected, so ran(n) = [1, oo], i.e., n is surjective. □
Denote by T>„ the algebra of all diagonal matrices of dimension n.
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/ ' \ *
1 0
= K ( V 2) = 1. Since
1 0
0 2 / 0 2V .
As noticed in the proof of Corollary 2.10, k.
£ ( C  C), it follows that inf{>t(T) : T 6 £} = 1. Hence the function k is surjective if the 
underlying space is two-dimensional,
For higher dimensions, the situation is not so “nice” . If n > 3, then K ( V n) = «(T) for 
some operator T  £ £, but K{ Vn) > 1 ( [21]). So, we cannot use the same argument as in 
Corollary 2.10 to conclude that k  is surjective. By mimicking the proof of Corollary 2.10 
as much as possible, we get the following result.
Corollary 2.11 If  H  is Hilbert space of dimension n < oo, then the range of n contains 
{1}U [*(!>„), oo].
In view of the above, an interesting question to ask is the following.
Q uestion 2.12 What is the value o/inf{/c(T) : T  £ £ C &(H)} if  H is a finite-dimensional 
Hilbert space ?
There are several other questions related to the above one. Of course, in case inf{/c(T) : 
T  £ £} = 1, then there is nothing more to ask: we conclude that k takes any value in [1, oo]. 
But if inf{>c(T) : T  € £} > 1, we would be interested in knowing how does this quantity 
depend on the dimension of the underlying space. We should mention that this question is 
more interesting in the context of [37], since there is hope to obtain information about the 
values of k  in the infinite-dimensional case.
2.2 A  R ela ted  P rob lem
After we completed the research about the continuity of k in a paper containing Section 1 
above and Chapter 3 below ( [46]), we came across an article with a title very similar to ours
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( [61]) and, at the first sight, studying a very similar problem. Of course, we were interested 
to determine the exact relationship between the two problems. Since the outcome of this 
research is interesting, it will be presented in this section.
In ( [61]) the following problem was studied. Consider a separable Hilbert space H  and 
let B(H)  be the algebra of all operators on H.  Recall that if A' is a Banach space and 
S ( X )  denotes the set of all (closed) subspaces of X,  we can define a topology on S ( X )  by 
considering the distance
d(M,  N )  = max{sup{dtst(z, N ) : z e M,  ||z|| < 1}, sup{dtst(y, M)  : y £ N,  ||y|| < l}}.
(2.17)
n  can be proved that this distance is equivalent to the Pompeiu-HausdorfF distance between 
the closed unit balls. Consider on S(B(H))  the topology given by this distance, where on 
B ( H ) we consider the Banach space structure given by the operator norm topology. Define 
a function K  : S(B(H) )  —> [ 1, oo] by assigning to each subspace of B(H)  its constant 
of hyperreflexivity. This is the function whose continuity properties are studied in [61]. 
Obviously, this function is connected to the function k we studied in the previous section. 
The following commutative diagram shows the set-theoretical relationship between K  and 
fc; the connecting function /  is given, obviously, by f {T)  = A,, (T),  VT 6 B(H).
B(H)  [l,oo]




f \  /  K
A ,.(T )
In other words, k  — K  o f .  The main results from [61] concerning the continuity of K  
are, in short, the following.
Proposition  2.13 ( [61], Theorem 2.2) I f  H is a separable Hilbert space, S  C B(H)  is a 
ultra-weakly-closed subspace such that S± is reflexive as a Banach space and {«Sn}n>i w a se­
quence of hyperreflexive subspaces oJB(H) such that lim „_3C d(S„,S)  — 0, and {A'(5n)}fl>i 
is bounded, then S  is hyperreflexive and K( S )  < limsup,,..,^ K(S„).
Rem ark 2.14 From Proposition 2.13 it follows that the function K  is continuous at every
non-hyperreflexive subspace.
D efinition 2.15 I f  S  is a subspace of B(H),  we denote by [5] the set of pairs (x ,y)  £ H 2 
such that S x  1 y. A pair (x ,y)  £ [5] is called regular if the only S  £ S  which satisfies 
Sx = S 'y  ■— 0 is the zero operator. The subspace S  is called regular if every pair in [5] with 
non-zero components is a limit of regular pairs in [5].
Proposition  2.16 ( [61], Theorem 3.]) If  H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, then
regular reflexive subspaces of B(H)  are points of continuity for K.
•
In consequence, it is natural to ask if, at least when H  is finite-dimensional, we could 
“transfer” the continuity properties from K  to k by means of / ,  in which case part of 
Theorem 2.6 could be obtained as a corollary of the results in [61]. But as it turns out the 
situation is not so simple. The reason is that the points of continuity for /  defined on a finite­
dimensional Hilbert space are exactly the cyclic operators (Theorem 2.20), so the transfer
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is not so smooth: since not all non-reflexive operators on a finite-dimensional space are 
cyclic we cannot derive the continuity of k at non-reflexive operators from Proposition 2.13. 
Also, we cannot derive the continuity of k at operators in £ from Proposition 2.16 without 
Corollary 2.23, which will be proven below. The corollary asserts that for finite-dimensional 
Hilbert spaces, A„ (T) is a regular subspace of B(H),  for any T  £ £.
The next lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.20, as well as in the proof of 
another auxiliary result used to prove Theorem 2.20 (Lemma 2.18). It is true in the context 
of arbitrary topological vector spaces and we shall state and prove it in that generality.
L em m a 2.17 Let X  be a topological vector space and let n be a positive integer. Then the 
set CTn defined by
Cl„ = { (x i,z 2, . . . , i „ )  G X n : { x ], x 2, . . . ,  *„} is a linearly independent set in X }  
is an open set in X ".
Proof: The set CTn is open if and only if X "  \  C l„  is closed, and we prefer to show this
last statement. Let
{ * a } a C X n \ CTn (2.18)
be a net such that
limiA = x (2-19)
for som ex G X n. Suppose that x \  = ( z i .a , x 2.\, •••,*».*)> VA, and x = ( x i , x 2, ■ ■ ■ , x n). From
( 2.18) it follows that there exists a net { < 3 a} a  C C" \  {0}, ax = (ai.A, « 2 ,a> • • • > a n,A)> VA,
such that
n
= X] q ' A^i,a = VA. (2.20)
1=1
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Dividing through by ca d= maxi<t<n |q,.aI ^  0 in the relation corresponding to X in ( 2.20), 
we can assume, without loss of generality, that | | q a | | oc = 1, VA. Hence {<?a } a has a convergent 
subnet. So, again without loss of generality, we can assume that
l i m Q A  =  a ,  ( 2 . 2 1 )
for some a £ C n. Using now ( 2.19) and ( 2.21) in ( 2.20), it follows that
n
q ■ x = ^ 2  a,x,  = 0. (2.22)
1 = 1
But a  /  0; as a m atter of fact, it has norm one, as a limit of norm-one elements in C". 
Thus, ( 2.22) shows that x £ X " \  L l n. □
The following lemma is the key ingredient in the proof of the result characterizing the 
points of continuity for the function / .  If x = (x ] , z 2, . . . ,  x n) £ X n, denote by Sp(x)  the 
linear span of { x t , x 2, ■ ■., x n} in X.
L em m a 2.18 Let X  be a normed space, n be a positive integer and C In be the set defined 
in Lemma 2.17. Define the function 6n : X n —<> R  U {oo }, by
6„(x) -  sup{||Q ||^ : a  £ TV?}, Vi £ X n,
where
{a  £ C n : ||q ■ x\\ < 1}.
Then
(i) 8„(x) < oo if and only if  x £ CTn,
(ii) 6n is continuous on all of X ".
Proof: (i) If x £ X ” \ C l„ , then there exists a 0 = (0U 0 ? , . . . ,  0 n) £ C n \  {0} such that
n
/3-x = £ & * , =  0. (2.23)
1 = 1
For every t £ R , t > 1, define 0, = t0. Since \\0W-*. ^  0, it follows that lim ,-.^  ||/3i||dc = +<*• 
Multiplying through by t in ( 2.23), we deduce that 0, £ TV- And since su p ^ aH ^  : a  £ 
“Pi's > \\P\U, we deduce that 6„(x) = oo. Thus, if 6n(x) < oo, then x £ C l.,.
To show the other implication, let x £ CTn and assume that S„(x) is infinite. Then, for
every k > 1, there exists a 0k = (0\.k, 02 . Pn.k) £ TV, such that
m u  > *• (2.24)
But {/?*}*> i C TV is equivalent to saying that
fl
Wk - i \ \  = II £ > . * * ,  II < 1, V* > 1. (2.25)
1 = 1
Dividing through in ( 2.25) by the corresponding |j/3*||, which is non-zero by ( 2.24), it 
follows that:
Iv *  A *— *■ < - ^ — , VJfc > 1. (2.26)
"  m \ u11 ii&ii
Obviously, the sequence  ^ ^ - ;~ 0 k  z is bounded in C ", having norm one, so it has a(HJklU J t >,
convergent subsequence. Hence, without loss of generality, assume that:
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for some 7  = (7 1 , 7 2 , • • •, 7 n) £ C n, with, of course, HtIIat. = 1- Now taking the limit as 
k —* 0 0  in ( 2.26) and using ( 2.27) and ( 2.24), it follows that £[!-] 7 ,*, = 0, which, in the 
context of 7  ^  0 , implies that x $ Cl„.
(ii) Let x £ X n, and {x*}*,>i C A”n such that:
lim = x.k — ot. (2.28)
Claim 1. lim sup*^^ £„(**) < ^n(*)- Assume that the claim is false, i. e., assume that 
litnsup*^^ 6n(xfc) > 6„(x). It follows that there exists an r (l > 0 such that
lim sup 6 n(zjt) > r„ > 6„(x).
k-*oc
( 2 . 2 9 )
By the definition of the function Sn, ( 2.29) implies that there exists a sequence {7 *}*>i in 
V zk such that
llftll*. > r„, VJfc > 1. (2.30)
Because 7 * £ V f  for every Jb > 1, it follows that
l - \
From ( 2.30) and ( 2.31) we deduce that
(2.31)




^  . 7i.**i,*
i = I 
n
5 ^ 7 1 ,* * ..* < 1. (2.32)
Define /?* = n-A f t ,  Vfc > 1. From ( 2.32), it follows that {/?*}*>] C V?k, and, by its
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definition,
W k \ W  = r«. (2.33)
Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists a 0 = (0 t , 0 2, . . . ,  0n) 6 C n 
such that
lim 0k = 0. (2.34)k — Ot
From ( 2.33) and ( 2.34) it follows immediately that
W01U = r„. (2.35)
And using ( 2.34) and ( 2.28) we infer that
lim Y ' 0 t,kx t,k = Y ' 0 , x l-k — 'x.
Hence
ii X] P'x> ii - l '
1=1
which shows that 0  £ V?- Combining this with ( 2.35) we obtain a contradiction with the 
second inequality in ( 2.29). Thus Claim 1 is proved.
Claim 2. lim supt ^^_ Srl(xk) > &„(£). Let r < 6n(x). By the definition of the function
6n, it follows that there exists a 0  £ "P/ such that
n
l l^ /J .z .H  < i, (2.36)
1=1
and
\\0\U > r. (2.37)
From ( 2.28) and ( 2.36) we deduce that
.lim || '^0,x,k\\ = 11^/3,1,11 < 1.
k - * o c i=l i=l
Hence, for sufficiently large Jfc’s, (3 £ V?k. So we can use ( 2.36) to obtain from this that 
> /to, for some Jbo > 1. Thus r < lim inf*-.^ 6n(x^). And, since r was an 
arbitrary number less than 6n(£), Claim 2 is proved.
From Claim 1 and Claim 2 it follows that lim *^^ £„(**) = &n(z), and thus 8n is 
continuous at x. The proof ends once we remember that x was an arbitrary element of X ". 
□
At this moment, we need to refer to the topology given on S(B (H ))  by ( 2.17) and cite 
the following result (see [61], for example).
Proposition  2.19 If H is a finite dimensional Hilbert space, then (S (B (H )) ,d ) is a com­
pact space whose connected components are the subsets of B (H ) made out of all subspaces 
of a prescribed dimension.
The next theorem is the main result that helps to describe the relation between the 
problem we studied above and the problem studied in [61]. It characterizes the set of point 
of continuity for the function /.
Before stating the theorem, recall that an operator T  £ B(H ) is called cyclic if there 
exists an x 6 H  such that \ f k>„T kx — //. If H  is finite-dimensional, and d im // = n, an 
equivalent condition for T  to be cyclic is that { /, T, T 2, . . . ,  T "~ 1} is a linearly independent 
set in B(H ), or, equivalently, that the minimal and the characteristic polynomials of T  
coincide. Also, it will be useful to recall that the set of all cyclic matrices (i.e., operators 
on a finite-dimensional space) is an open set ( [43]).
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T h eo rem  2.20 I f H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, and f  : B(H ) —* is
given by f ( T ) = A U(T), then f  is continuous at X if  and only if T  is a cyclic operator.
Proof: Let n be the dimension of H. If T £ B{H) and T is not cyclic, then the set
{ /, X, X2, . . . ,  Xn_1} is linearly dependent set B(H ). In other words,
dim S p (I,  X, X2, ..  < n. (2.38)
Since the set of cyclic n x n matrices is an open dense set in M„, it follows that there exists 
a sequence {X*.}*>| of cyclic operators on H  such that linv t^^  X* = X. Then
lim ( / ,  X*, T*2, . . . ,  T 'k'~ 1) = ( / ,  X, T \ . . . ,  T" ~1). (2.39)k—* oc
Also, the cyclicity of the terms in the sequence {X*}/t>i can be translated into
dim S p {I,T k,T Z , . . . ,T I ‘- ' )  = n, VJfc > 1. (2.40)
From ( 2.38), ( 2.40) and Proposition 2.19 it follows that S p (I, X, X2, . . . ,  T n~1) is in a 
different connected component of S(B (H ))  than any of Sp (I, X*, X^,. . . ,  T ’^ ~ 1), Jfc > 1, But 
in view of ( 2.39), this shows that /  is not continuous at X.
Conversely, let X be a cyclic operator in B(H ) and let {X*}*.>i C B[H) such that 
limjt-.oc X* = T. Using again the fact that the set of cyclic operators on a finite-dimensional 
space is an open set, we can assume, without loss of generality, that X* is cyclic, VF > 1. 
Recall that the definition of the distance d, ( 2.17), is
d{Au {Tk), A,r{T)) = max{sup{dist(z, A , (X*)) : x £ A W{T), ||z|| < 1},
sup{dt'at(y, A u{T)) : y 6 A „(Tk), ||y|| < 1}.
But it is obvious that
A 1(T) = 5 p ( / ,T ,T 2, . . . , T n' 1)
and
A u.(Tk) = S p (I ,T k, T t , . . . , T ; ' - 1).
W ith the notation in Lemma 2.17,
( I ,T ,  T 2, . . . , T n- ' )  and ( / ,  Tk, T 2, . . . ,  T ^ ' ) (V* > 1) belong to £Z n, (2.42)
where £Z„ corresponds to the topological vector space X  = B{H). Also, from the definition 
of the function f n is Lemma 2.18, it follows that there exists a constant M  > 0 such that
sup{dist(x,A „  (Tk)) : z e A U.(T), ||z|| < 1} < M6r,(I, Tk, Tk, . . . ,  Tl‘~])\\Tk -  T\\ (2.43)
and
sup{dist(y,A„.(T)) : y £ A -(2*), ||y|| < 1} < MSU(I , T, T \  . . . ,  T n~1 )||7* -  T\\. (2.44)
Using now Lemma 2.18 in the context of ( 2.41), ( 2.42), ( 2.43) and ( 2.44) we infer that 
there exists a constant R > 0 such that d (A u (Tk), A W(T)) < R\\Tk -  T ||, which implies 
immediately that lim*.-,^ d (A u (Tk), A,L(T )) = 0. Thus /  is continuous at T. □
R e m a rk  2.21 Theorem 2.20 shows that we cannot derive the continuity of k at non­




not cyclic. One example is the operator
where J 2 and J t are Jordan blocks with eigenvalue zero, of size two, respectively, four.
The following is a generalization of [61], Proposition 4.3(i).
P ro p o s itio n  2.22 Let H be an arbitrary separable Hilbert space. I f  S  is a regular subspace 
of B(H)  and A and B  are invertible operators in B(H),  then A S B  is a regular subspace.
Proof: Let z , j £  H. For any subspace 5  C B[H)  and for any operators A, B 6 B(H),
(z, y) £ [AS.B] if and only if (Bx,  A ' y )  £ [5]. (2.45)
If, in addition, A and B  are invertible, it follows from ( 2.45) that
(x, y) is regular ( in ) if and only if (# z , 4 'y )  is regular (in [£]). (2.46)
Now assume that S  is regular. Let (x ,y)  £ [4<5f?], arbitrary such that x /  0, and y ^  0. 
Using ( 2.45), we infer that (B x , A ' y ) £ [5]. But S  is regular and Bx  ^  0 and .4 'y /  0, 
since A and B  are invertible. Thus (B x , A ' y ) is a limit of regular pairs in [5]. In other 
words, there exists a sequence {(u*:, t>*:)}*>i C [5], such that (u*., r*) is regular Vifc > 1, and 
such that
lim (ujt,vfc) = ( B z , A ' y ) .  (2.47)
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From ( 2.47) it follows immediately that
lim (B ~ ' u k, ( A ‘ )~'vk) = (x , y ).
k —*oc
Since ( 2.46) implies that ( B ~ ' u k, (A")~lvk) is a regular pair in [.45J?], for every Jfc > 1, 
the proof is complete. □
C o ro lla ry  2.23 I f  H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space and T  € £, then A U(T) is a 
regular subspace of B(H).
Proof: Let T  G S. Either by direct calculation or by using Proposition 1.23, it follows that
A„.(T) is similar to V n, the algebra of all n x n-matrices. But, from [61], Proposition 3.2((i) 
and (ii)), it is easy to deduce that V„ is a regular subspace. Thus, a direct application of 
Proposition 2.22 leads to the conclusion that A U.(T) is regular. □
R em ark  2.24 From Theorem 2.20 and Corollary 2.23, it follows that we could use Proposi­
tion 2.16 above to prove that, in case H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, k  is continuous 
at any point T  G £, i.e., to prove  ^ of Theorem 2.6. We, though, advise the reader to com­
pare the direct proof given in Theorem 2.6 with the (indirect) one using a strong continuity 
result (Proposition 2.16) and the non-trivial Theorem 2.20. Also, we should keep m mind 
that the remaining  ^ of Theorem 2.6 seems independent of the results in [61].
C h ap ter  3
T he C ontinu ity  o f  th e  Function  
T ^  K(AW(T)) in th e  
In fin ite-D im en sion al case
This chapter is dedicated to the study of the continuity of the function
k :B( H)  -  [l.oo], k(T)  = K ( A U.(T)) VT e B(H)
in the case when the underlying Hilbert space is infinite-dimensional. The situation is imme­
diately seen to be different from the finite-dimensional case, since the notions of reflexivity 
and hyperreflexivity in B(H)  do not coincide, in general, when H  is infinite-dimensional 
(see the preliminary chapter). Furthermore, there is no known characterization of reflex­
ive or hyperreflexive operators, except for the special case of algebraic operators for which 
the characterization is similar to the one in the finite-dimensional case. (Anyway, the al­
gebraic operators are similar to the ones on a finite-dimensional space also because every 
reflexive algebraic operator is hyperreflexive, [37].) As we mentioned in the preliminary 
chapter, there exist only partial results concerning reflexivity and hyperreflexivity in the 
infinite-dimensional case. In spite of that, we can say quite a bit about the set of points of
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continuity for k . Unlike the finite-dimensional case, if H is infinite-dimensional, we cannot 
give an exact description of this set. Nevertheless, Theorem 3.14 states that the set of 
points of continuity for tt is a dense Gs set in B(H).  Hence the set of points of continuity 
for k  is, topologically, larger than the complementary set, the set of points of discontinuity. 
This set, in turn, is large enough to contain all hyperreflexive operators (Corollary 3.3) and 
all non-hyperreflexive operators that have no compacts in their C '-algebra (Theorem 3.5), 
and it is closed under similarity (Theorem 3.7).
The first result we prove is that the set of non-reflexive operators on an infinite- 
dimensional space is dense (Theorem 3.1 (i)). This theorem is important in several ways. 
Once because it is interesting in itself, as a result about non-reflexive operators. Secondly, 
Theorem 3.1 narrows the search for points of continuity for k to the set of non-hyperreflexive 
operators (Corollary 3.3). And thirdly, its proof gives the idea for the proof of the main 
result about the continuity of k , Theorem 3.14.
For any compact set E  C C, denote by E  the polynomially convex hull of E.
T h e o re m  3.1 Let H be a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Then the following 
two sets are norm-dense in B(H).
(i) (T  £ B(H) : T  is non-reflexive},
(ii) {T  £ B(H)  : T  is reflexive}.
Proof: (i) Let T  £ B(H).  Denote by U the unbounded component of C \  <t,.(T), where
<tc(T) is the essential spectrum of T. Take A £ dU. So, A £ dtr, (T),  which implies that 
A £ a ,,(T ). Using now [29], it follows that there exists a compact operator K  £ B(H)  with 
the following properties
(i) ||A"|| is arbitrarily small, and
A<~)
(ii) T  + K  is unitarily equivalent to an operator X  of the form X
0 A
At00) represents the scalar operator XI on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. 




A 0 0 *
0 A 0 *
0 0 A(~) *
0 0 0 A
(3.1)
where the two A’s represent operators on one-dimensional spaces. By its choice, A is in fact 
in the outer boundary of <r,.(T), or, since <r, ( X )  = <r,\T), it is in the outer boundary of 
ov(.X’). Using the relation between the spectrum and the essential spectrum of an operator, 
we can infer that there exists a sequence {A„}ri>i in U \  <r(X) such that lin in^^  A„ = A. 
Consider the following sequence of operators (defined on the same space as X )
X„
A„ 0 0 *
0 An 0 *
0 0 A(~) *
0 0 0 A
(3.2)
It is obvious, from (3 .1) and ( 3.2), and in view of the fact that A is the limit of the sequence 
{•^n}n>ii that
lim X n = X.  (3.3)
With elementary operator theory arguments we deduce that <t(A) C <t (X) ,  and A £ v{X) .
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But A„ £ <r(Af), Vn > 1. Thus, a 








\ 0 A„ / \
0 A
/
= 0. So we can apply





The spectra of the two summands in ( 3.4) are disjoint, but, even more, the polynomially 











I / V 0 A /
(3.5)
To end the proof of (i), simply approximate each
A„ 0 
0 A„
( n  > 1) by non-reflexive
operators
A„ I
A„ £ A<*-) *
©
0 A„ 0 A
, k > 1. To justify why this is sufficient, notice that once we have this
0 An ‘
approximation for the first summand of Z,„ using ( 3.5) and ( 3.4), it follows that Zn itself
can be approximated by non-reflexive operators of the form
Hence, using ( 3.4), ( 3.3) and Proposition 1.22, we decide that AT is a limit of a sequence 
of non-reflexive operators.
(ii) The key ingredient in the proof of the density of reflexive operators on a separable 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space is Herrero’s theorem on the density of the Apostol-Morel 
simple models. This result asserts, mainly, that every T  £ B {H ) can be approximated by
operators of the form
A * *
0 B  *
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, where A is a subnormal operator, B  is a normal oper-
0 0 C
ator (with finite spectrum), C is the adjoint of a subnormal operator, and tr(A), a(B),  and 
<r(C) are mutually disjoint. From the condition on the spectra and Rosenblum’s theorem, 
we deduce that X  is similar to A © B  ® C. Even if the corresponding unital weakly closed 
algebras are not necessarily equal (since we don’t have control on the pollynomially convex 
hull of A, B  and C), the following inclusion is obviously true.
A W(A © B © C) c A„.{A) © A,r{B) © A ( C ) .  (3.6)
But subnormals, normals and adjoints of subnormals are reflexive and have property D 
( Olin and Thomson, [60]). So, by Proposition 1.22(iii) and [38], the algebra A U(A)  © 
A U(B)  © A„ (C) is reflexive and has property (D).  Thus, by Proposition 1.24, every weakly 
closed algebra of A U(A)  © A„(B)  © A,r (C) is reflexive, and in particular A„( A  © B  © C) 
is reflexive. Hence, by definition, A © B  © C is reflexive. Since X  was approximated by 
operators of this form, and since T  is similar to X , it follows that T  can be approximated 
by reflexive operators, and the proof of (ii) is finished. □
Rem ark 3.2 (i) Notice the similarities and the differences between Theorem 3.1 above and 
Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2 in the previous chapter.
(ii) We could have used the density of the Apostol-Morel simple models also to show the 
density of non-reflexive operators on a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, in 
a similar way we showed (it) in Theorem 3.1, but we still needed quite a bit of spectral 
analysis. We prefer the above proof since it does not require the use of such a strong
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result, as Herrero’s theorem, when a more direct and elementary proof was available.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. But it is quite 
interesting for us, since it gives a first result about the points of continuity for k . This will 
be very useful in the sequel.
C o ro lla ry  3.3 I f  H is a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, then the only possible 
points of continuity for k : B(H)  —* [l,oo] are those operators T  6 B(H)  such that k(T)  = 
t o . In particular, the hyperreflexive operators are points of discontinuity for k .
D efin ition  3.4 Two operators S and T  from B(H)  are called approximately equivalent, if 
there exists a sequence {t/n}n>i of unitaries in B(H)  such that
(a) lim,,-.-*. ||S -  UnTUZ\\ = 0, and
(b ) 5 -  UnTUf, is compact, Vn > 1.
We denote by S  ~ a T the fact that S is approximately equivalent to T.
The following theorem provides us with more operators that are points of discontinuity 
for k .
T h eo rem  3.5 I f  H is a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and T  6 B(H)  is non­
hyperreflexive and similar to an operator S  £ B(H)  such that C ' ( S )  ft K.(H) = (0), then k 
is not continuous at T.
Proof: From [77] it follows that if 7r : C"(S)  —> B(Hr ) is a *-representation of C' ( S)
onto a separable Hilbert space H T and if C' ( S)  fl K.{H) C ker(ir), then 5  ~ a 5  © ir(5). By 
the hypothesis of our theorem, for any *-representation of C ’(S),  S  S  © tt(5). So , by 
taking a convenient *-representation, i.e., ir(S) = we can infer that S ~-u 5 © S ^ .
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Since 5 © S ^  S (they are even unitarily equivalent) it follows that S In other
words, there exists a sequence {t/n}n>i of unitaries such that, in particular,
S  = lim UnS {~ ]U-.  (3.7)
From the hypothesis, 5  is similar to T, so there exists an invertible operator V  such that 
T  = V SV -1 . From ( 3.7) it results that
T  = Um VUnS {x)U : V - \  (3.8)
n — '
Using Proposition 2.3, we deduce that ^ ( F t / n S ^ t / 'V -1 ) < M /e fS ^ ) ,  where M  is inde­
pendent of n  and depends only on the norms of V and V ~ l . Recall (Proposition 1.33) that 
S ^  is hyperreflexive, so
{K(VUr,S {*-'>Ur'l V -'i )}n>] is bounded. (3.9)
From ( 3.8) and ( 3.9) it is now obvious that T  is the limit of a sequence of operators with 
the corresponding sequence of constants of hyperreflexivity bounded. So, T  cannot be a 
point of continuity for k, since T  was assumed to be non-hyperreflexive, i.e., n{T) = oo. □ 
We mentioned above that a result in Herrero’s book [44] (Theorem 1.1) implies that 
the spectrum is a lower semi-continuous function of an operator. The next lemma shows 
that the polynomially convex hull of the spectrum has the same property.
L em m a 3.6 I f  A  is a unital Banach algebra, the map a cr(a) is lower semi-continuous 
on A , i.e., i f  {an}n>i is a sequence in A  such that lim ,,^^  an = a, for a € A , and if 
{Art}rJ>i is a sequence in a(an) such that lin in^^  A„ = A, then A G <r(a). Equivalently, if
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a G A , U is an open set in C containing <r(a), then there exists a 6 > 0 such that ! |6 -a || < 6 
implies <r(b) C U.
Proof: Let {an}n>i be a sequence in A  such that an = a, for a £ A , and let
{^n}n>i be a sequence in <r(an) such that lim,,^.^ A„ = A. Assume, by way of contradiction, 
that A £ <r(a). Recall that a  (a) is the union of «r(a) and its (bounded) holes. Therefore A 
is in the unbounded component of C  \  <r(a). Thus there exist two disjoint open sets U and 
V  such that U contains <r(a) and V  is unbounded, path-connected and contains A. Hence, 
we can choose a path T in V  that connects A to oo and does not intersect <r(a). Since 
limfl_ oc An = A and V  is an open set containing A, it follows that there exists an n | > 1 
such that
\ n £ V ,  Vn > n , . (3.10)
But, applying the lower-continuity of the spectrum, from lim ,,-.^ a„ = a, we infer that 
there exists an n? > 1 such that
<r(a„) C U, Vn > n 2. (3-11)
Since U fl V  = 0, ( 3.10) and ( 3.11) constitute a contradiction. So, A 6 <r(a). □
The following result shows how points of continuity for k can be combined to produce 
additional points of continuity. Recall that a corresponding result holds in the case of a 
finite-dimensional Hilbert space (Corollary 2.8).
T h eo rem  3.7 I f  H  is a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, T  £ 13(H) is a point 
o f continuity for k and A and B  are invertible operators in B(H),  then A T B  is also a point 
of continuity for k.
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Proof: First, recall that H  is infinite-dimensional. Since T  is a point of continuity for k ,
it follows from Corollary 3.3 that k(T)  = oo. From Proposition 2.3 , we infer that
k( A T B )  = oo. (3.12)
To show that k is continuous at A T B , take a sequence {A'n}n>) of operators in B(H)  
such that lim ^ sc  X„ = A T B . Then, obviously, lim ,,^^  A ~1 X nB ~1 = T. Since T  is a 
point of continuity for n, it follows that lirrin^-t k{A~x X nB ~ i ) = k(T) = oo. Using again 
Proposition 2.3, we deduce that lim,,-^-*. /c(A’n) = o o , which ends the proof. □
R em ark  3.8 Two operators A and B  from B(H) are said to be approximately similar if 
there exists a sequence { S„}„>i of invertible operators in B(H) such that
(a ) sup{||5„||, ||5 n- l | |  : n > 1} < oo, 
and
(b ) A = l i m , ,^  5 riJ?5r; ' .
With an obvious modification of the preceding proof, it can be shown that if  A and B are 
two operators on a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, A and B are approximately 
similar and B is a point of continuity for n, then so is A.
Also, it is easy to see, that we can also replace “similar” by “approximately similar” in 
the statement of Theorem 3.5.
L em m a 3.9 Let II  be a separable (finite- or infinite-dimensional) Hilbert space, and con­
sider {(?„}„>, to be be a sequence of idempotents in B(H)  that converges to an orthogonal 
projection, Q. Then there exists a sequence {5„}rl>i of invertible operators in B(H) such 
that
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(l) Limn — Tc *^ n — Li
and
(ii) 3 n (, such that SnQnS ~ { = Q, Vn  > n„.
Proof: The proof will be done by constructing the sequence {S„}„>i- For every n > 1,
define 5n = QnQ + (I  -  Qn)(I  -  Q)- Since limn—oc Qn = Q,  it is obvious that (i) holds. 
Moreover, from (i) it follows that, eventually, S„ is invertible. Finally, trivial linear algebra 
shows that QnSn = 5n(J(= Q„S). Thus (ii) also holds. □
The next two lemmas give additional results about the relation between the constant 
of hyperreflexivity and direct sums. They will be used to prove Theorem 3.13 which give a 
recipe for obtaining points of continuity for k .
L em m a 3.10 Let A  be a unital subalgebra of A \ ® A i, where A , is a weak-operator closed 
unital subalgebra of i = 1,2. If
Lat(A)  = Lat(A\ )  ® Lat{Ai),
then
k(A) > m ax{«(^4i),/c(^2)}-
Proof: By definition of k , in particular,
where d ( X , A )  = sup{ ||Px XP\\  : P  G Lat(A)},  VX G B(H\  ® H 2). Even without the 
hypothesis about the lattices of invariant subspaces, it is easy to see that the following
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holds.
d ist(T @ 0,A ) > d is t(T ® 0 ,A , © A 2) = d ist(T ,A ,) (3.14)
But, since Lat(A)  = Lat (A\ )  © Lat ( A 2 ), a straightforward calculation shows that
d ( T ® 0 , A )  = d(T © 0, Ai  ® .42) = d(T,Ai ) .  (3.15)
Hence, from ( 3.13), ( 3.14) and ( 3.15), we infer that /c(.4) > ^, VT £ B{H\).
Therefore k(.A) > <c(.Ai). Similarly it can be proven that ic(.A) > k(.A2), so the proof is 
complete. □
R em ark  3.11 One obvious case when the hypothesis, hence the conclusion, of Lemma 3.10 
is true is when A  = A i © A i- This will be the case in which we will apply Lemma 3.12.
L em m a 3.12 I f  {.4,, }„> i is a sequence of weak-operator closed unital algebras such that 
A n C B(Hn), Vn > 1, then
K( ©  A>) < 9sup«(Ai)-
n >  1 n> I
Proof: Using a result about relative hyperreflexivity from [36], it follows that
s ( © A „ B ( l / ) (x )) = sup ic(A i)- (3.16)
n > I
Since B ( H ) ^  is a type I von Neumann algebra, by Proposition 1.32, it is hyperreflexive 
and
K( B ( H) {^ ) <  4. (3.17)
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Applying Theorem 2.6. in [37], we derive now from ( 3.16) and ( 3.17) that 
* ( ®  A .) < (k( B ( H ) ^ )  + 1 ) ( « ( © A n<B ( H ) ^ )  + 1) -  1 <
n > 1 n >1
5 sup *(.An) + 4 < 9 su p a(A i),
n  >  I n  > I
which ends the proof. □
The following theorem gives a characterization of non-hyperreflexive points of continuity 
for k which are direct sums of operators (on finite- or infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces) 
with disjoint polynomially convex hulls of their spectra. It is a useful “recipe” for producing 
points of continuity for k on infinite-dimensional spaces once we know, from Theorem 2.6, 
all the points of continuity in finite-dimension.
T h eo rem  3.13 Let H | and l l 2 be two separable (finite- or infinite-dimensional) Hilbert 
spaces. Then non-hyperreflexive operators on B(H\  ® Hi)  of the form T  = A © B with 
a(A)  fl <t[B ) = 0 are points of continuity for k if  and only if at least one of A and B  is a 
non-hyperreflexive point of continuity for the corresponding k function.
Proof: Assume that T  = A 0  B  € B(H\  © H2) is an operator such that <r(A) fl <r(B) = 0
and such that A is a point of continuity for k with k(A) = oo. Because of the condition on 
the polynomially convex hull of the spectra, it follows from Proposition 1.23 that A„ (T) = 
A W(A) © A U (B).  So, by Lemma 3.10, k(T)  = oo. If H\ ® H 2 is finite-dimensional, it follows 
from Theorem 2.6 that k is continuous at T.
If H i © H 2  is infinite-dimensional, let {Tn}„>| be a sequence in B(H\  © H 2) such that 
lirrv,-.^ T„ = T. Choose two disjoint open sets U and V such that <r(A) C U, and <r(B) C V. 
Applying Lemma 3.6, we deduce that, eventually, <x(T„) C U U V. Let Qn be the spectral 
projection of T„ corresponding to U . It is clear that lim ,,-.^ Q u -  Q, where Q is the spectral
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projection of T  corresponding to U. Because of the form of T, Q is an orthogonal projection. 
So, by Lemma 3.9, there exists a sequence {Sn}„>i of invertible operators in B{H\  © H?) 
such that
(i) lim,, , Sn — I
and
(ii) SnQnS ~1 = Q, for n sufficiently large.
Define a sequence of operators on H\ @Hi by Tn = SnTnS ~ \  Vn > 1. This sequence has the 
property that lim,, — oc Tn — AffiB. Also, the spectral projection of Tn is Qn = SnQnSn ], so, 
it is eventually equal to Q.  Hence, eventually, Tn = A„ © B n relative to the decomposition 
H ] © Hi of the underlying space, the same decomposition that gave T  = A © B. It follows 
that lim ,,-.^ A n = A and lim ,,-.^ B n = B. Recall that A is a point of continuity for k and 
that k(A) = 0 0 . Thus
lim /c(An) = 0 0 . (3.18)
Since a  (A) C U and <r(B) C V, it follows that, eventually, <x(A„) C U, and <r(Bn) C V. 
Hence, Proposition 1.23 implies that A„ (A  © B) = A„ (A) © A„ (B).  Using Lemma 3.10, 
from ( 3.18) we conclude that lim ,,^^  n(Tn) = 0 0 . Hence it follows from Proposition 2.3 
that lim,,™.^ k(T„) = 0 0  as well. Thus, k is continuous at T.
Conversely, assume that T  = AffiB is a point of continuity for k  such that <r( A)n <t(B) = 
0 and k(T)(= k (A © B)) = 0 0 . In the hypothesis about the spectra, it follows, using 
Proposition 1.23, that A u (A© B)  = A w( A) © A u (B).  So, from Lemma 3.12 we deduce that
k ( A © B) = k (A u (A) © A U (B)) < 9 max{«(A), «(B)}- (3.19)
Thus, at least one of k(A) and k(B)  is infinite. Without loss of generality, consider that
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k (A) = oo. If the underlying space corresponding to A is finite-dimensional, then A is 
non-reflexive, and by Theorem 2.6 it is a point of continuity for n.
If the underlying space for A is infinite-dimensional, assume, by way of contradiction, 
that neither A nor B  is a point of continuity for k. Then, there exist sequences {-4„}n>i and 
{#n}n>i in B{H] ® H 2 ) such that lim,,--*; An = A and lim ,,-.^ B n = B , but {«(An)}n>j 
and { / c ( B n ) } n > i  are bounded. From the hypothesis about the polynomially convex hulls of 
the spectra of A and B , Lemma 3.6 implies that ff(A„) fl f f(Bn) = 0, for n large enough. 
So we can apply Lemma 3.12 to obtain an inequality similar to ( 3.19) for An instead of 
A and B„ instead of B,  which in turn implies that is bounded. Since
k{A © B)  = 0 0 , this last statement contradicts the fact that T  is a point of continuity for
K . □
Finally, the last result from this chapter characterizes the set of points of continuity for 
k in the case when the underlying space is infinite-dimensional. Note the similarity between 
this result and Corollary 2.7. Note that the richness of the set of points of continuity for 
k in case when H  is infinite-dimensional is suggested by Theorem 3.14 in conjunction with 
Theorem 2.6 or Corollary 2.7.
T h eo rem  3.14 If  H  is a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, then the points of 
continuity for n : B(H)  —> [1, 0 0 ] form a dense Gt set in B(H); i.e. a set of first category.
Proof: Let T  be an arbitrary operator in B(H).  Following the proof of Theorem 3.1, (i),
we notice that, for A in the boundary of the unbounded component of C \ cr, (T), T  can be 
approximated by operators similar to
A„ i A**) *
S n.k = ®
0 An 0 A
k > 1, n > 1, (3.20)
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with the polynomially convex hulls of the spectra of the two summands disjoint. By The­
orem 2.6 the first summand of 5n,* is a point of continuity for k : B(C 2) -♦ [l,oo]. Thus, 
using Theorem 3.13, we can conclude that 5n,* itself is a point of continuity for the corre­
sponding k . Finally, making use of Theorem 3.7, we conclude that T  can be approximated 
by operators that are points of continuity for k . Thus the set of points of continuity for k 
is dense in B(H).
To end the proof, use the fact that the set of points of continuity for a real valued 
function is a Gt, set in the domain. □
C h ap ter 4
S tab ility  P rop erties for the  
C onstant o f  H yperreflex iv ity  for 
n-tup les
In this chapter we present another stability problem related to the constant of hyper­
reflexivity, specifically, we study the continuity of functions of the type
[l,oo],
/ (T „ T 2, . . . , T p) =  K{Sp(Tu T2, . . . , T p)), V T „T 2, . . . ,T „ e B ( f f ) ,  (4.1)
where H  is a separable Hilbert space, B(H)  is the algebra of all (bounded linear) operators 
on H  and p  is a positive integer. B{H)V is endowed with the product norm topology and 
S p(T u T'2, . . . ,  Tp) is the subspace generated in B(H)  by T \ , T2, . . . ,  Tp.
If p = 1, then the function /) : B(H)  —> [1, oo], f \ (T)  = K ( S p ( T )) looks very similar 
to the function we studied in the previous two chapters. But the switch from “algebra” 
to “subspace” carries more distinctions than expected at the first glance. The first clear 
difference is that /] is a finite function, since every one-dimensional subspace of B(H)  is
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hyperreflexive (Proposition 1.34). Also, from Theorem 4.10, it follows that f\ is continuous 
at any T  ^  0, and is continuous at T  = 0 if and only if every one-dimensional subspace 
of B(H)  has constant of hyperreflexivity equal to one. Hence a study of the function f\ 
is not very productive, especially since it is hoped that all one-dimensional subspaces have 
constant of hyperreflexivity actually equal to one. That is the reason why we looked at 
functions of the type ( 4.1) for arbitrary p > 1, and the results seem interesting enough to 
be presented below.
For the most part of this chapter, H  will be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, say of 
dimension n. In that case, B(H)  is isomorphic to M n, the algebra of all n x n matrices. 
Also, the functions of type ( 4.1) above depend on both n and p, thus, for convenience, we 
make the following notation.
[i,oo],
/„ ,p(T,, T2, . . . ,  Tp) =  A -(5 p (r , , T2, . . . , T p ) ) ,  V T , , T2, . . . ,  T v  6 M„. (4.2)
Also, we will denote by C„4, the set of points of continuity of f n p.
Some of the results we obtain hold for an arbitrary n. Two examples are Theorem 4.7, 
which determines the sets Cn,p for Vp > n 2, or Theorem 4.9 about Cn u-i_ |. This last result 
gives a partial characterization of Cn r,-j_l , which turns out to be “to tal” only if n = 2. 
Encouraged by this last mentioned result, we turn our attention, for the remainder of the 
chapter, to the case n = 2. In this case, the problem is completely solved for any p > 1 
(Theorems 4.13 - 4.16).
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4.1 G eneral R esu lts
The first results in this section concern general topological vector spaces. Although we 
will use them in the context of Banach spaces, we will state (and prove) them in their full 
generality.
L em m a 4.1 Let X  be a topological vector apace and n be an integer such that 1 < n < 
dim ff. Define the set C l n , as in Chapter 1, to be
£Z„ = { ( i | ,* 2 ) •••>*.)) £ X n : {* i, x-i, . . . ,  z r,} is linearly independent in A'}.
Then CTn is an open dense subset of X u.
Proof: The fact that C ln is open was proved in Lemma 2.17 from Chapter 2. To show
that £Z r, is dense, let z = ( z i , z 2, . . . ,  xn) 6 X n. If z is in £Z ri, then there is nothing to 
prove. If x £ £Z n„ then, without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists an 
integer p satisfying 1 < p < n, such that
(1) the set { x |, x2, ■ ■ ■, x;,} is linearly independent,
(2) S p ( x , , x 2, = Sp(x u x 2, . . . , x„) .
Choose yf)+,, y,l+2, .. . , yn e X  such that { z ,, x 2, . . . , x , „  y,) f , , . . . ,  j/„} is a linearly indepen­
dent set in X.  Define a sequence with terms in X u by
*k = (*l, *2, > 1-
Then z* 6 £Z rl, and lim*^,*. z* = z, so the set £Z„ is dense in X u. □
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P ro p o s itio n  4.2 Let X  be a topological vector space and n be an integer with the property 
that 1 < n < dim A". Then
{z = ( z , , z 2,. . . , z n) £ X n : dim(Sp{xu z 2, . . . , x n)) = p} =
{x = £ X n : di m( Sp( z u z 2, . . . , z n)) < p}, VI < p < n. (4.3)
Proof: It is obvious that
{£ e X n : dim(Sp(x\ ,  z 2, . . . ,  z n)) = p} C {x  6 X "  : d i m(Sp( xu x 2, ■ ■ ■, *„)) < p}- (4.4)
In view of this fact, the inclusion “C” in (1.1) will be justified as soon as we show that
the set {z = ( z i , x 2, ■ ■ ■, x„) £ X n : dim(S(xi ,  z 2, . . . ,  z„)) < p} is closed. So, consider a
sequence z* = (zi*, z 2*.,. . . ,  z,,*), k > 1, such that
{*/t}*>i C {z e X "  : d i m(Sp(x ,, z 2, . . . ,  z rl)) < p}, (4.5)
such that
lim = x. (4-6)
k —»-x.
Assume, by way of contradiction, that dim 5p(z) > p. Then, without loss of generality,
we can consider that, { z j, z 2, . . . ,  zp+i} is linearly independent. From ( 4.6) it follows
immediately that
l i m ( z f c t( , z £ i2, . . . , z / :!p^_i) — ( z i , z 2, . . . ,  Zp+1).
k  —  ~x.
(4.7)
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By an application of Lemma 2.17, the set £ J P + 1 of (p  + l)-tuples with linearly independent 
coordinates in X,  is open. Hence, eventually, {**,i, **,2 , • ■ •, **,p+i} is linearly independent 
in A"(p+1\  which, in turns shows that, eventually, dim(S(x/c)) > p + 1, contradicting the 
hypothesis ( 4.5) on the sequence {*}*■> 1 . Hence {* £ X n : dim 5p(*) < p} is closed. Prom 
this and ( 4.4) we can derive now that
{x £ X n : dim{Sp{x)  = p)  C {£ £ X n : dim(Sp(x)  < p}.  (4-8)
To prove the inclusion “D” in ( 4.3), consider an arbitrary x = ( x t , x 2, . . . ,  x n) in 
{* £ X " : dim(Sp(x))  < p).  If dim(Sp(x))  — p, then there is nothing to prove. If not, 
assume, without loss of generality, that, for some 1 < / < p,
{* 1 , •••,* /}  is linearly independent, (4.9)
and
S p ( x u x 2, . . . , x i )  = S p ( x u x-2 , . . . , x n). (4.10)
Consider j//+i, • • • > Vn £ X  such that
1 ? • • • 1 yi+ 1 1 yi-\-21 * • * * (^-H)
and consider the sequence
X k  —  ( * 1 1  •  •  • » * / + l  3 / / - f - 1 j  * • •  ?  1 ^ / > + l » * * * > z n ) )  ^  1 *  ( ^ * 1 2 )
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It is obvious from the definition that Iim *^^ z* = z. Also, from ( 4.9), ( 4.10), ( 4.11), and 
( 4.12), it is easy to deduce that dtm(«Sp(z*)) = p- Thus, z 6 {z £ X n : dim(Sp(x))  = p} , 
which ends the proof. □
R em ark  4.3 Corollary 1.1 can be reformulated in the following way. I f X  is a topological 
vector space and n is a positive integer, then the function
d„ : X n —* Z, dn(x) = dim(Sp(x)) ,  Vz 6 X n
is lower semi-continuous.
The following Corollary of Lemma 4.1 is a generalization to topological vector spaces of 
Halmos-Hadwin’s result on the lower semi-continuity of the rank ( [41], [33]).
C o ro lla ry  4.4 Let X  and Y  be topological vector spaces, C(X,  Y )  be the vector space of all 
linear operators from X  to Y , and p be a positive integer or oo. I f  { T \} \ is a net in C(X,  Y)  
that converges pointwise to T  £ C ( X , Y )  and if rank{T\) < p, VA, then rank(T)  < p.
Proof: If p = oo, there is nothing to prove. If p < oo, assume, by way of con­
tradiction, that rank ( T ) > p. Then there exist p + 1 elements of X,  X \ , x 2, ■ ■ ■, x l>+1 , 
such that { T z |, T z 2, . . -T zr+ | } is a linearly independent set in Y. By hypothesis, the net 
{{T\x t ,T\X'2 , . . . ,  Txzp+i)}> converges in K(»'+1), to ( T x u T x 2, ■ ■ ■ ,T x ,,+ ]). Applying now 
Lemma 4.1, it follows that, eventually, the set {T \Z |, T aZ 2 , . . . ,  T\x,,+ i } is linearly inde­
pendent, which contradicts the hypothesis about the rank of the T\ s. Thus rank[T) < p. 
D
Starting with the following Lemma, we restrict our results to the case of Banach spaces.
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P ro p o s itio n  4.5 Let X  be a finite-dimensional Banach space and consider S (X ) ,  the space 
of all (closed linear) subspaces of X , as a topological space with the topology given by
d (M ,N )  = max{  sup dis t(x ,N ) ,  sup d is t(y ,M )} ,  V M , N z S ( X ) .  (4.13)
* € A / , | | x | | < l  i / e / V . | | y | | < l
Fix p > 1 and consider the function f p : X p —* S (X )  defined by
f p ( x  1 »  X 2 , • • • i  X p )  —  1 1  * 2 i  • '  • i
Then the function f v is continuous at (x/, x2, ■ ■ - , xp) £ X v if and only if { x t , x 2, . . . ,  x
is a linearly independent set in X .  In other words, with the notations of Lemma 4-1 (or
Lemma 2.11), the set of points of continuity for f p is CTp.
Proof: Assume, first, that x — (x t , x 2, • • ■, xp) (f CTp. This is equivalent to
A \m Sp(xu x 2, . . . , x p) < p. (4-14)
Proposition 4.2 above implies that there exists a sequence xk = (xk l , x k2, . . - , x kp) in X ' \  
such that
lim X* = x, (4-15)k—*oc
and, for some ku > 1 ,
dim Sp{xk,u xk,2, . . , , x k<p) = p, V* > ku. (4.16)
In view of Proposition 2.19, from ( 4.14) and ( 4.16) it follows that x and xk, Vlfc > k\
are not in the same component of <S(.Y). Hence, since we have also ( 4.15), the function f p
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cannot be continuous at x.
Consider, now, * = ( x i , x 2, . . .  , x p) £ C l p, in other words,
d im S p {xu x 2, . . . , x p) = p. (4-17)
Let {x*}/t>i be an arbitrary sequence in X ^  such that
lim = x. (4-18)
k —*oc
Since C l p is open (Lemma 2.17 or Lemma 4.1), we infer that there exists a k\ > 1 such 
that
d\m Sp{xkJ ,Xk,2 , . . - , x kp) = p, Vfc > k\. (4.19)
From the definition of the function Sp in Lemma 2.18, it follows that there exists an Mi > 0  
such that
3up{dist(x,Sp(xk)) : x £ Sp(x),  | |z || < 1 } < Mi Sp(xk.i , x k,2 , ■ ■ ■ xk,P)\\xk -  *||, (4.20)
and
sup{dist{y,Sp(x)) : y £ Sp{xk), ||z|| < 1} < M\6p(x u x 2, ..  . x p)\\xk -  x\\. (4.21)
Since x £ CJP and Sp is continuous at any point in CTP (Lemma 2.18), it follows from 
( 4.20) and ( 4.21) that there exists an M 2 > 0 such that
dist{Sp(xk),Sp(x))  < M 2\\xk -  *||,
which implies that f r is continuous at x.
L em m a 4.6 Let n > 2 and let p > n 2 -  1. Then
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□
{ T  £ : Sp(T)ts  non-reflexive , dim Sp(T )  = n 2  -  1 } =
{ 7 e  M£ : d im Sp(T )  < n 2  -  1}. (4.22)
Proof: From Proposition 4.2, it follows that { T  £ M% : d im Sp(T )  < n 2 -  1} is a closed
set; hence, it is obvious that the inclusion “ C” in ( 4.22) holds.
To prove the other inclusion in ( 4.22), notice that, in view of Proposition 4.2, it is 
sufficient to show that any p -tu p le  T  such that dim Sp(T )  = n 2  -  1 can be approximated 
with p-tuples such that Sp{T)  is non-reflexive and has dimension n 2 -  1 . Thus, take an 
arbitrary T  = (T ,, T2, . . . ,  Tp) such that dim S p (T )  = n2 -  1 . If Sp(T) is non-reflexive, then 
there is nothing to prove. If Sp(T )  is reflexive, then, from Proposition 1.35, it follows that 
there exists a rank-one linear functional /  on M„ such that Sp{T)  = ker(f) .  Since /  is 
a linear functional on M rn it can be represented by a matrix; more precisely, there exists 
a matrix A in M„ such that, for any T  E M„, f ( T )  equals the sum of all entries in the 
Schur product of T  and A. Because /  is a rank-one tensor, the matrix A itself has rank-one. 
W ithout loss of generality, assume that
a b * ••• *
c d * ■ ■ ■ *
*  *  *
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where ad -  be = 0 , but not all of a, ft, c,d  are zero, say, again with no loss of generality, 
a ^  0. With the notations above, the subspace Sp(T )  can be written as
Sp{T)  = {{*.;}i<i,j<n e M n : a x n + 6 * 1 2  + cx2) + dx22 + • • • = 0 },
where “• • • ” stands for a sum of terms of the form “* x x,}," with ( i , j )  ^  ( 1 , 1 ), ( 1 , 2 ), 
(2 , 1 ), or (2,2). Consider that the coordinates of the p-tuple T  = (T i,T2, . . . ,Tp) are T„ = 
{*i";}i<> r<n> 1 -  8 -  P- Define p  sequences of matrices {7*}*>i, 1 < a < p, by
n =
A S  1 A S  A S  A S  A
l \ 1 ”  a k  22 M 2  13 • • • M n
* 2 1
A S  A S  A Sl 22 l2;i . . .  l2n
A S  A S  A S  A S
1 t n 2  n 3  • * •  n n
, VI < s < p VJfe > 1, (4.23)
in other words, T£ is obtained from T, by changing only the (l,l)-en try , specifically by 
subtracting from the ( l ,l) -e n try  the (2,2)-entry multiplied by From the definition, it 
follows directly that
lim Tj! = T„, VI < s < p.k —  ot. (4.24)
Construct a sequence of linear functionals on M„, {/*}*>i corresponding to the following 
matrices.
Ak
c d+  i  *
, * > 1 , (4.25)
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which are obtained from A by adding to the (2,2) - entry the quantity Using the fact 
that T, G ker(f) ,  1 < s < p, it is a simple Unear algebra exercise to check that
r ;  G ker(fk ), 1 < » < p ,  k >  1. (4.26)
Thus, if we denote by Tk = (7*, 7 * , . . . ,  T^), it foUows that
Sp(Tk) C ker(fk ), k >  1. (4.27)
We will show that the above inclusion is actuaUy an equaUty. Since the dimension of 
Sp{T\,T-i, . . . ,  Tp) is n 2  -  1 , we can assume, without loss of generaUty, that 7), T2 , . . . ,  Tn7_] 
are Unearly independent. Using Lemma 4.1, from ( 4.24) we deduce that there exists a 
k(> > 1  such that
T l , T l , . . . ,  T[‘ ~ 1 are Unearly independent Vifc > Jbo-
Hence:
dim5p(7*:) > n 2  -  1. (4.28)
But dim ker( fk ) = n 2 -  1 , Vfc > 1 , so, putting together ( 4.27) and ( 4.28), we can infer that
Sp(Tk) = ker{fk), Vfc > fc0- (4.29)
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Recall that /  is a rank one-tensor, i. e., A is a rank one matrix; hence all the minors of A 
of dimension bigger than or equal to 2 have zero determinant. In particular,
/ ’ \ 1 ' \
a b a b
det = det
\ c d + £ ) \ c d /
which shows that A * has rank at least two. As a m atter of fact, A* has rank exactly two. 
In a few words, if n > 3, the determinant of any minor of order at least three, of any A* is 
■'qual to the determinant of the corresponding minor in A*, plus or minus j  times a minor 
of order (at least two) in A. Thus, since A is a rank one matrix, any such minor is equal to 
0 .
In conclusion, for every k > k0, SiT^) is non-reflexive, since it is the kernel of a linear 
functional which is not a rank-one tensor.
From ( 4.24) it is straightforward that {7jt})t>i approximates T.  Thus we have shown 
that any p-tuple which generates a subspace of dimension n 2 -  1  is a limit ofp-tuples which 
span a non-reflexive subspace of dimension n 2 — 1 . To conclude the proof, use Proposition 4.2 
to take care of p-tuples T  for which d im 5p(T ) < n 2 -  1 . □
T heorem  4.7 Fix n > 2. For every p  > n 2, consider the function f nv : A/'' —> R defined 
in ( 4-2). Recall that CU f, denotes the set of points of continuity for f n p. Then
Cr>,„ = { T e  Mi: ■ d im 5p(T ) = n 2}.
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Proof: Let p > n2. It is obvious that, if T  is a p-tuple such that dim 5p(T ) = n2, then
S p (T ) = B{H). Thus the following holds.
{ T  G Mg : d im Sp(T) = n 2} C {T G Mg  : f p{T) = 1}. (4.30)
Let T  = (7), T'i, . . . ,  Tp) G Mg  such that dim Sp(T )  = n 2, and assume that 
{Tk = (Tk,\,Tk.2 , . . .  ,Tk.p)}k>] is a sequence in Mg such that
lim T k  = T .  (4-31)k—*nc
From ( 4.30) it follows that
f p(T )  = 1 . (4.32)
Also, since d im Sp(T) = n 2, it follows that n 2  of the components of T  are linearly inde­
pendent. Assume, without loss of generality, that 7), T2, . . . ,  Tni are linearly independent. 
Using Lemma 4.1, we deduce that for some Jbl( > 1,
Tkj,  7*.2 , • • • > Tk,,, are linearly independent VJb > kt).
Hence, for any k > ktl, dim<Sp(7i) = n 2. Using ( 4.30) it follows that
fn.P{Tk) = 1. v* > (4-33)
Since {Tk}k>\ was an arbitrary sequence with ( 4.31), ( 4.32) and ( 4.33) imply that f n p is 
continuous at T .
Conversely, let T  — (7), T?,. . . ,  Tp) G Mg be a point of continuity for / n,p.
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Claim. /n.P(7') = 1. 
Assume not, i.e.,
fn.P(T )  > 1. (4.34)
Consider T  = (7), T2, . . . ,  Tni) £ M " 7. Using Lemma 4.1, choose a sequence of n 2-tuples 
{(7 jU,T*,2 ,...,T*,p)}*.>i £ M,73 such that
Tk , 1 1  Tk 2 , • • • > T/t.p are linearly independent VJb > Jfco, (4.35)
for some Jfc() > 1 , and




(T * ,,,T * ,2 ,...,T *„0  if p = n 2
{Tkj , T k,2, . . . , T kriJ,T ni +l, . . . , T p) if p > n 2.
We deduce from ( 4.36) that
lim T* = 7".
Ar—• dc
From ( 4.35) it follows that dim Sp (T ) = n 2. Thus, using ( 4.30), we infer that
(4.37)
f n . P( T k )  =  1. (4.38)
Now, ( 4.37), ( 4.34) and ( 4.38) contradict the continuity of f n p a t T . Hence f n,p{T) = 1, 
and the claim is proved.
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Thus, we have T  £ £ Cn,p and consequently, f„,p(T)  = 1. If dim»Sp(T) < n 2 -  1,
then it follows from Lemma 4.6 that there exists a sequence {7*}*>i C M% such that
dim 5p( 7]t) = n 2 -  1 ,
5p(7jt) is non-reflexive V/fc > 1, (4.39)
and
lim 7* = T.  (4.40)
From ( 4.40), ( 4.39) (which is equivalent to saying that K (T )  = oo) and ( 4.38) we obtain 
a  contradiction with the continuity of f n p at T , thus d im T  = n2. □
L em m a 4.8
{ T  G A /" '- ' : dim(Sp(T))  = n 2 -  1 and K (S p (T ))  = i f  =
{T G M'rl _l : dim(Sp(T))  = n 2  -  1, and S p (T )  is reflexive} D
{ T  G A/,f : dim{Sp{T))  < 2 n -  2}.
Proof: Let T  = (T |, T^,. . . ,  Tnv_,) G Af, ' / - 1  such that d im 5p(T ) < 2n -  2. We know
from [6 ] that no subspace of Mri of dimension less than or equal to 2n — 2 is transitive.
Hence there is a rank-one tensor x ® y, with x ,y  £ C ", such that
S p (T )  C ker(x  ® y). (4.41)
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Assume, without loss of generality, that T ,, T2 , . . . ,  T2 n _ 2  are linearly independent and, 
implicitly, span Sp(T).  Since dim ker(x® y)  = n 2  -  1 , we can choose X 2n - i , Af2n, . . . ,  X n7_t 
in Afn, such that
T\,T'2 , . . . ,  T2 n_2 , X 2„ -u  X 2n, .. are linearly independent (4.42)
and
Sp{{T\,T2 , .. •, T2n - 2 ) -A2 n-i) • • • i ^ n5- i )) = ker(x ® y). (4-43)
Define a sequence {Tk}k>\ £ Af"5-l by
7* = (T |, T2, . . . , T2 „_ 2 i ^ n - l  + ^ X 2 n - 1  , T2n + • • • > ^n2-! + )» Vk > I. (4.44)
From ( 4.44) and ( 4.42) we deduce that
dim5p(7*) = n 2  -  1.
Using ( 4.43), from the above it follows that
Sp(Tk) = S p (T ) = ker(x  ® y ).
Consequently, using Proposition 0.35, f ni - \ ( T )  = K(Sp(Tk))  = 1. And, since it is obvious 
from ( 4.44) that lim*-..* 7*. = 7", the inclusion
{T e Mrf - '  : dim{Sp{T)) = n 2  -  1  and K{Sp{T))  = 1 }
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3 { T  G Mr? = dim(Sp(T)) < 2n -  2}
from the statement of Lemma 4.8 is proved.
Also, it is obvious that
{ T  G A/ " 5 - 1  : d»m(5p(T)) = n 2  -  1 and K (Sp(T ))  = i f  C
{T G Af" : dim(Sp[T)) = n 2 -  1 , and K (S p (T ))  is reflexive} . (4.45)
To end the proof, use again Proposition 1.35 to infer that any reflexive subspace of dimension 
n 2 -  1 in M n has the constant of hyperreflexivity equal to one; hence ( 4.45) is actually an 
equality. □
T heorem  4.9 Consider the function
/ „ y - i  : K * ~ '  -  R-
defined in ( 4-2) and recall that Cn nv_, denotes the set of points where is continuous.
Then
{ T  G Af' 1 - 1  : Sp(T ) is non-reflexive and dim Sp(T) = n2 -  1} C Cni_\ C
{ T  G Af" _ 1  : S p (T ) is non-reflexive and 2n -  1  < dim(Sp(T)) < n 2 -  1}. (4.46)
Proof: The proof begins by establishing the following claim.
Claim. If T  G A C *-1 is a point of continuity for / rlj_ ] ,i.e., belongs to then
Sp{T)  is non-reflexive. (4.47)
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Assume not, i.e, S p { T ) is reflexive. FYom Lemma 4.6 for p = n 2  -  1  we infer that there 
exists a sequence {7*}*>i C M " ’ - 1  such that
lim 7* = T  (4-48)
k —*nc
and
Sp(Tk) is non-reflexive. (4.49)
Now, ( 4.48) and ( 4.49), in the context of the assumption that Sp(T )  is reflexive, obviously 
contradict the continuity of f n n 7__, at T.  Hence the claim is true.
Moreover, if T  is in M "J~' and dim Sp(T )  < 2 n - 2, apply Lemma 4.8 to find a sequence 
C Af," 1 such that lim*—^  7* = T  and, in particular, /„  n2 _i(T") = 1- Thus, in 
view of the preceding claim ( 4.47), such a T  cannot be a point of continuity for / n,n2 _,. 
Also, if T  is in and d im Sp(T ) = n 2, then it is transparent that f n,„ i-\(T) = 1 .
Hence, we have proved that
Cn,flv_ | C {T e M " : Sp(T )  is non-reflexive and 2n -  1 < dim (Sp(T))  < n 2  -  1}.
To prove the other inclusion in ( 4.46), choose T  = (T), T2, . . . , Tn-j_,) £ Af" ^ 1 with 
the properties that
Sp (T )  is non-reflexive (4.50)
and
dim Sp(T ) — n2 -  1 . (4.51)
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Using Proposition 4.5, we infer that the function
(JT,,  e-e ^ ( ( ^ , , ^ 2 .-*■„»_,)) (4.52)
is continuous at T , since, by ( 4.51), {T \ , T2, . . . ,  Tn2 _, } is linearly independent. Also, from 
( 4.50) and recalling Remark 2.14, we infer that the function
S  ~  K (S )  (4.53)
is continuous at Sp{T).  In conclusion, “composing” ( 4.52) and ( 4.53), it follows that T  is
a  point of continuity for / „  ,n2 — I • a
Comparing Theorem 4.9 with Theorem 4.7 we notice the difference produced by going 
from p = n 2 to p = n 2 -  1 : Cn ni is included in the pre-image of {1} and Cn n is included 
in the pre-image of {oo}. Also, the obstruction we found in precisely determining Cn ni _ } 
seems serious enough to leave the complete solution of the problem with arbitrary n for 
another paper.
Since it is both easy and interesting, we present here the characterization of Cn \. It 
gives an equivalent formulation of the question wether all one-dimensional subspaces have 
constant of hyperreflexivity equal to one.
T h eo rem  4.10 Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. Consider the function
f  : B{H) -» R
defined by
}{T) = K (Sp(C T)).
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Then
(a ) /  is continuous at every non-zero operator, and
(b ) /  is everywhere continuous iff the constant of hyperreflexivity of one-dimensional sub­
spaces is one.
Proof:
(i) The function /  ►-+ K (Sp(T ))  is the composition of the following two functions
B(H )  -  S(B(H )), T  ~  Sp(T),  (4.54)
and
S(B{H))  -  [l,oo], M  >-» K (M ).  (4.55)
Since any non-zero element in a Banach space is linearly independent as a set, it follows 
from Proposition 4.5 that the function ( 4.54) is continuous at every T  £ B (H ) \  {0}.
It is already known (Proposition 1.34) that one-dimensional subspaces are hyperreflexive. 
Also, we know that they are regular ( [61]). Then, by Proposition 2.16, it follows that the 
function ( 4.55) is continuous at every T  £ B(H) \ {0}.
Thus, by composing the two functions, we conclude that /  is continuous at any non-zero 
operator.
(ii) If X  £ B(H )  and K (S p (X ) )  > 1 , define a sequence in B(H)  by A* = f X ,  VJb > 1. 
It is obvious that
lim X n = 0. (4.56)
k —*-x .
It is well known (and very easy to show) that A({0}) = 1. Also, it is straightforward that 
K (S p (X n)) = K (Sp(X )) .  Thus K(Sp(X„))  < I. In conclusion, equation ( 4.56) would be
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a contradiction in case /  were continuous at 0 . □
We end this section with a result similar to Theorem 3.7. In addition to the fact that it 
is interesting in itself, the result will be used in the next section.
P ro p o s itio n  4.11 Let S ,T  be invertible matrices in M n and let p be an a positive integer.
I f
( x u x 2, . . . , x r ) e c n,„
and if
f n , p { X  1 1 X 2 , • . . , X p ) =  OO,
then (S X ,T , S X 2T , . . . , S X PT)  £ C„.„.
Proof: Since S and T are invertible, it follows from Proposition 2.3 that
1  < K ( S M T )  < ||5 | | | |5 _ l ||||T ||||T * l ||A'(Ad), (4.57)
||S||||S-M II|T||||T
for every subspace M. of M„. In particular, taking M  — S p { X ], X 2, . . . ,  X p), we deduce 
that
f„,p{ S X lT , S X i T , . . . , S X pT)  = K (S P(S X > T ,S X 2T , . . . , S X p T ) )  = oo. (4.58) 
Consider an arbitrary sequence {(Pit.i, P*,!, . .  -, V'*.p)}*:>i in M\[ such that
lim ( n . i , n . 2 , • ■ ■, Yk,p) = (S X \T ,  S X 2T , S X p T ) .
Ac— c
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Obviously, it follows from here that
h m ( 5 - | n , 1 T - | , 5 - | r*,2 r - 1 .........S - ,n .p T " , ) = (X ,,X 2) • • • ,* „ ) ,
i t — » o c
and since (X j, X 2, . . . ,  X p) £ Cn fn we can conclude that
lim f k, , ( S - 'Y k,tT - \ S - ' Y k.? T -].........5 - ' n . pT - ‘) = A.P(X ,,X 2,. - Xp) = oo. (4.59)
k —*oc
From ( 4.58) and ( 4.59) we deduce that / rl,p is continuous at (SX ]T , S X 2T , . . . ,  S X pT). □
R e m a rk  4.12 Although we stated Proposition 4-U for H — Mn, it is obvious from the 
proof that the same result is true for an arbitrary Hilbert space.
4.2 T he C ase dim H  =  2.
In this section, we will give a complete presentation of the above problem in the case when 
d im /f = 2. The first result is just a rewriting of Theorem 4.7, but it is interesting to see 
how the problem is completely solved in this case.
T h eo rem  4.13 [Corollary of Theorem 4.1]
U p  > 4 and f i , v : —* [1, 0 0 ] is given by ( 4-2)> i-c.,
/ 2 iP(T, , T2, . . . ,  Tp) = K (S p (T , , T2, . . . ,  Tp)), V T ,, T2, . . . ,  X, € Af2,
then
C2,p = {(X,, T2, . . . ,  Tp) e MZ : dim Sp{Tu T2, . . .  ,TP) = n 2}.
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The next Theorem asserts that, in the case when d im H  = 2, the obstruction we found 
in Theorem 4.9 for determining exactly which are the points of continuity for the function 
/ „ „ disappears.
T h eo rem  4.14 /Corollary of Theorem 4-9]
Let f 2:i : M )  —* K, be defined by
/ 2 ,3 (T „T 2 ,T3) = K (S p (T \ ,T 2, T:i)), V (T „T 2 ,T 3) £ M l
Then
C2 , 3  = { T  £ M 2 : S p (T )  is non-reflexive and dim{Sp{T))  = 3}.
Proof: It is not so hard to see (!) that if n = 2, then 2n -  1 = n 2 -  1. Hence, a direct
application of Theorem 4.9 gives the desired result. □
In the proof of the following theorem, we are going to make use of some of Azoff’s results 
from [6 ]. We refer specifically to the characterization of subspaces of A/2, the space of all 
2 x 2-matrices. E. Azoff defines an equivalence relation on subspaces of M 2 by saying that 
two subspaces 5  and T  are equivalent if there exist invertible matrices A and B such that 
T  = A SB .  He shows that this relation preserves reflexivity, transitivity and elementarily 
(i.e., property D) and that the following is true.
P ro p o s itio n  4.15 Modulo the equivalence relation defined above, any subspace S  of M 2 is 
of one of the following types.
(1) I f  S  has dimension zero, S  = {0}.
(2) I f  S  has dimension one (in which case it is reflexive, non-transitive and elementary), 
then either
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(26) S  = Sp
(3) I f  S  has dimension two (in which case it is non-transitive and elementary), then either
1  0  
0  1
(3a) S  = Sp
(36) S  = Sp
(3c) S  = Sp
• ' •




1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0











(3 d) S  = Sp
In cases (3a), (3b) and (3c), S  is reflexive. In case (3d), S  is non-reflexive. 
T h eo rem  4.16 Consider the function f  j.j ■ M f  » R, defined by
h . 2 { T u T 2) = K i S p i T ^ T , ) ) ,  V ( X | , T 2) G M l
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Denoting, as above, the set of points of continuity for / 2 2, by C22, the following holds.
C2  = { T  £ M | : Sp(T ) is two-dimensional and contains invertible matrices}.
Proof: We will consider, each case saparately, according to the dimension of the subspace
generated in AfJ by the pair (X |,T 2).
First, let T  = (0,0) € M f.  Obviously, S p (T ) = (0 ), so
AT(5p(T)) = 1. (4.60)








0 1k 0 0 /
Obviously,
lim Tk = (0,0) = T , (4.61)
Ar—•'x ,
and also, using Proposition 4.15,
Sp(Tit) is non-reflexive, Vifc > 1. (4-62)
Thus, from ( 4.60), ( 4.61) and ( 4.62) it follows that / 2  is not continuous at T  = (0,0).
Next, take T  = (T i,T 2) £ M f  such that d im 5p(T ) = 1 . Then, from Proposition 4.15
above, , we know that Sp(T )  is reflexive, thus hyperreflexive (Remark 1.29). Using Propo-
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sition 4.11 and Proposition 4.15, we can consider, without loss of generality, that





or S p(T ) = Sp




If Sp{T) = Sp  





, then T  —
/
0 a 0 0
\
V 0 0 0 0. /
, for some a ,0  £ C,
Tk =
/ • * ’ \
E Q t P
\ I O 1 0 i /
V* > 1.
First, it is obvious that
lim Tk = T.k—*3c (4.63)
Then, it is easy to show that
Sp(Tk) = Sp
/




: u, v £ C
\
0 1 0 0
)
0  u
, V* > 1.
Hence, Tk = Aw  
k > 1 , or, equivalently,




> 1. Thus, by Theorem 2.6, Tk is non-reflexive for any
fi:i{Tk) = oo, Vfc > 1. (4.64)
From ( 4.63), ( 4.64) and the fact that T  is hyperreflexive, we infer that f 2,2 is not continuous 
at T.
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If S p (T ) = Sp  
not both zero. Define
( \
1 0
0  1 /\
, then T  =
/















0  Q 0 0
Vk > 1 .
Since










0 0 / 0  uV . . .
: u, t; £ C > , Vfc > 1,
we can use the same reasoning as above to infer that f 2,2 is not continuous at such T.
If Sp(T )  is two-dimensional, then, using again Proposition 4.11 and Proposition 4.15, 












1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
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In case (a), T  =
(
a 0 a b
\
\
0 0 0  0
. /
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, for some a ,0 ,a ,b £  C, such that (a ,0 )  and
(a,b) are linearly independent. From Proposition 4.15 above and Remark 1.29, we know 
that




a 0 a b
V
0 h 0 K /
V* > 1.
Then, obviously,








1  0 0  1
\
Sp(Tk) = Sp = Sp
V 0  f 0  0 ) 0  f \
0  1 0  0 /
Using Proposition 4.15, we deduce that, for every k > 1 , Sp(Tk) is non-reflexive , i.e,
h.v(Tk) = oo, VF > 1 . (4.67)
Finally, from ( 4.65), ( 4.66) and ( 4.67), we conclude that fz.z is not continuous at T.
In case (b), T  =
/






, for some a ,0 ,a ,b £  C, such that (a ,0 )  and
(a, 6 ) are linearly independent. It can be shown, in a similar fashion as we did in case (a), 
that f i  z is not continuous at such T.
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In case (c), Sp{T)  = C ® C. It follows from [61] that Sp(T )  is regular. It is obvious 
that S p (T )  is reflexive. Thus, using Proposition 2.16, we infer that the function
S (M 2) [1, oo]; M  K (M ) ,  VM £ S ( M 2) (4.68)
is continuous at Sp{T).  Since dim Sp(T )  = 2, the two components of T  are linearly inde­
pendent we deduce from Proposition 4.5 that the function
M 22 - 5 ( M 2); (X „ X 2 ) ~ $ p ( * „ X 2), V (A ,, X 2) £ M 2. (4.69)
Composing the functions ( 4.68) and ( 4.69) we obtain / 2,2. Thus, we conclude from the 
above that / 2 , 2  is continuous at T.
In the last case, Sp(T )  is non-reflexive, and, in consequence, by Proposition 2.13, it is 
a point of continuity for the function ( 4.68) above. Also, because of hypothesis on the 
dimension of Sp(T), we can show, as above, that S p (T )  is a point of continuity for the 
function ( 4.69). The conclusion is obvious now: f 2 2 is continuous at T.
The proof ends once we notice that the only cases when S p (T )  contains rank-two m a­
trices are cases (c) and (d). □
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